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Message from Our President
Keep the Everest spirit, transform, and adapt to change
On July 9 of 2013, I attended the third international seminar held at the headquarter
of bluesign technologies ag in Switzerland. The theme this time was “Time to Shift.” The
CEO of bluesign, Mr. Peter Waeber, pointed out that “Our beliefs don’t make the shift, but
our behavior does.” I agree with him wholeheartedly.
Fully embodying the "integrity" principle from the company’s four operational
philosophy (Integrity, Teamwork, Determination, and Innovation), we are committed to
openly publish Everest SustainAblility Reports. We remain transparent to all stakeholders.
We report Everest’s constant efforts on the Triple-Bottom-Line; economic, social, and
environmental sustainability. We are committed to creating a "circle of good deeds."

Transformation and adaptation increases learning capacity and creates vitality

be achieved, the whole industry, society and culture would undergo deep and fundamental
changes.” Multiplying benefits from implemented resource productivity will be Everest’s
core strategy. At the same time, we use the MIPS (Material Input Per unit of Service)
method to achieve dematerialization.

Life is priceless - Integrity, teamwork, determination, innovation
I often remind my colleagues that Everest’s operational principles --“Integrity,
Teamwork, Determination, and Innovation”, are the DNA of Everest people. We need to
reflect upon these principles often as to not lose this DNA; it is the very foundation by which
we live and do things in life.
I often say that “good deeds will be rewarded,” goodwill circulates and spreads;
a good person needs to be kind (selfless), prudent (simple, uncomplicated), and humble
(modest, unpretentious, and civil). A compassionate heart and diligent mind can create the
Triple-Bottom-Line; economic, social, and environmental sustainability. As long as we have
good intentions and do our best for the company and society, a champion will lend a hand
at the right time. More importantly, good-hearted people entice each other and together can
accomplish greater good deeds.

Today, we live in an environment that is complex and constantly changing where it is
impossible to accurately predict the future. As such, we refer to Darwin’s theories on “natural
selection” and “survival of the fittest”. When Darwin took his first adventure voyage on the
Beagle to the Galapagos Islands, he found that on each island the birds’ beak structures were
totally different. He concluded that this arose from the differences in food source. He thus
conceived that “capable species survive, not the strongest, not the most intelligent, but rather
those that are able to adapt to the changing environment.”
In order to overcome the challenges that resulted from brands reducing orders since
the latter half of 2012, we have continued searching for new strategies and new ways.
Like Mr. Louis V. Gerstner, the former CEO of IBM, we have finally found a “leverage
solution” that is based on Everest’s key advantages ― the knowledge differentiating value
system. From this leveraged solution, we focused on providing a variety of customers with
integrated solutions (this is the guiding principle). Under this strategic direction, we have
formulated a set of focused action plans. One that has been quite effective was the concept
of F2= Fusion= Fashion × Function. Merging the concepts of Fashion and Functionality
resulted in fresh innovations for a new generation of products.

Developing Factor Five to promote sustainability
“Factor Five: Transforming the Global Economy through 80% Increase in
Resource Productivity” was written by Prof. Dr. Ernst Ulrich von Weizsäcker and several
collaborators in 2009. The book further develops the thinking illustrated by Factor Four;
Factor Four is the primary reference when we implemented Everest SustainAbility System
Model (ESM) in the very beginning. The authors believe that “reducing the current 80 %
environmental burden (i.e. to cut environmental burden down to one fifth, we called it “Factor
Five”), which is an achievable and practical medium term target. If the 80% reduction could
4

President Mr. Roger Yeh of Everest Textile, and the "Factor Five" author Prof. Dr. Ernst
Ulrich von Weizsäcker took photo together at SWISS bluesign® annual conference in 2013.
Prof. Dr. Ernst Ulrich von Weizsäcker presented Factor Five in English and Chinese version
to President Mr. Roger Yeh as a gift.

CEO of Everest SustainAbility Office
President of Everest Textile Co., Ltd.
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1.0 Everest SustainAbility Report Overview
1.1 Foreword

Due to climate changes and deficiency in natural resources, we are facing common
challenges of the era- the limitation in energy and natural resources, carbon emission, and water
resources. This has revealed to enterprises the need to increase their efficiency and to maximize
productivity on resource utilization so as to reduce negative impacts on environment and society.
Global renowned brands and retailers are under direct supervision by multiple stakeholders, and
further requested that their supply chains to fulfill sustainable developments and corporate social
responsibility (CSR).
Over the last two years, numerous vocational accidents occurred in the world. Not only
were there fatal tragedies on workers, but also the enterprise credits were damaged. Such accidents
pointed out more aspects on sustainable operation of enterprises. When it comes to risk management
and crisis responses, brands, retailers, and supply chains are interconnected, and should align
themselves. A responsible enterprise has to fulfill corporate social responsibility; besides, it should
not ignore the pressure and regulations of supply chains coming from the brands and retailers. This
is related to supply chain management, and it is also one of the major goals from the revision from
G3/G3.1 to G4 Guidelines by Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).
Everest is well-known for providing excellent innovative and environmental friendly fabrics
for world famous brands and retailers. Everest is the ultimate provider of ecological innovation
solutions in global textile industry, and the best business partners of brand and retailer customers.
Everest constantly communicates with stakeholders through Everest SustainAbility Reports; focuses
on sustainable operation reporting, including Environment, Society, Economy, and Corporate
Governance. These aspects are interconnected and inclusive, and have synergetic effect in a holistic
view. Everest upholds the “Corporate Citizen” as the mission, and is committed to practice and cocreate shared value of economic, social, and environmental Triple-Bottom-Line with stakeholders.
We believe in “Helping others equals helping ourselves”, which could help us to achieve
sustainability.

1.2 GRI Editorial Commentary

The first Everest SustainAbility Report was published on Aug 31, 2011; since then, we
published the report annually. In this year 2013, we publish the third report, 2012-2013 Everest
SustainAbility Report which has been complied based on:
• GRI G4 guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI);
• Supplementary guidelines on Textile, Apparel, Footwear and Luxury Goods.

includes the performance results in enterprise management, project effectiveness, and CSR topics
in economic, social and environmental aspects. It also reports the continuous efforts of Everest
SustainAbility Model (ESM) since 2007. Concerning the editing and revision of the report, the
project is led by our president, and three major coordinators of environment, economy, and society
were assigned individually. The financial performance illustrated on the report was mainly excerpted
from 2012 and 2013 Everest annual financial reports which were verified by certified accountants.

Tainan Taiwan Factory

The 2012-2013 SustainAbility Report covers information from the period of January 1 2012
to August 31 of 2013, while performance results and data-collections are based on the period from
year 2012 to June 30 of 2013. Information was primarily collected from three production factories
(Tainan Taiwan, Shanghai China, and Ratchaburi Thailand) and the Taipei sales office. The report
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Ratchaburi Thailand Factory

1.4 Identification of Stakeholders and Main Issues

Advocating sustainability is a long-term task that requires consensus and collective efforts.
Through internal and external meetings, interactions and discussion, we have identified the relevant
stakeholders, main issues and the corresponding communication channels in the below:
Stakeholders

Main Issues

Communicating Channels

Employees

Wage and welfare, training, promotion,
working environment, career  safety & health,
communicating and complaint channels,
labor rights, performance indicators

Employee complaint line, employee
observation box, survey for employees’
satisfaction, committee of labor safety
and healthy, monthly magazines, monthly
meeting, morning meeting, labor union

Suppliers

Career safety & healthy, work environment,
supply chain management, hardware
equipment safety

Green-procurement supplier seminar, green
procurement platform, supplier evaluation
form, social and environmental responsibility
and assessment form, ESH (environment,
safety, and health) management and training
for supply chains and vendors

Customers

Quality of products and services, customers’
privacy, supply chain management, hazardous
substance management of products, GHG
management, ESH management, risk
management, eco certificated fabric hangers,
carbon footprint certificates and labels

Committee of labor safety and health,
committee of zero claims, regular meeting,
domestic and international exhibitions, indepth visits, vendor fairs, customers visits,
and etc.

Delivering, quality of products and services

A cross-sectoral service team and meetings,
the project and enlargement of service
platform, on-line check system

Operations performance, profit performance,
market share, information disclosure,
corporate governance, risk management

Stockholders meeting, annual report, CSR
report, Everest official website

In this new version, the report was compiled in accordance of The Core Option of Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI), to consider properly the difference and characteristics of textile industry.

1.3 Reporting Boundaries, Scope, and Principles

Shanghai China Factory

Garment Factories

Stockholders
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Stakeholders

Main Issues

Communicating Channels

Communities

Community care, engagement and
participation of social actions/services,
holistic empowerment of community, waste
emission, energy-saving and carbon emission
reduction, and etc.

The occupational health and safety
management system OHSAS 18001,
committee of labor safety and health, ESM
Volunteers Team, Everest Nature Farming
Platform, Farmers’ Market, Southern Taiwan
Energy Saving Patrol Team

National and
international
Non-governmental
organizations and
civic groups

Corporate operation, corporate image,
participation of sustainability issues, eco
environment, and public welfare activities

Regular and irregular participation in civic
groups and interactions, sponsoring and
joining the environmental-protection groups.
Such as The Business Council for Sustainable
Development of Taiwan (BCSD-Taiwan),  
Taiwan Corporate Sustainable Forum
(TCSF), The Society of Wilderness Taiwan
(SOW-Taiwan), Wetlands Taiwan, Tzu Chi
Foundation , and The Conservation Alliance

Nature

Learning from Nature, keeping the
harmonious life with people and environment
to show the respect for the nature

Everest Textile Eco-Industrial Park (ETEIP),
and Everest Natural Agriculture Educational
Farm

Law compliance, measures for carbon
emission reduction and climate changes,
GHG management, precautions of pollutions,
industrial transformation and upgrading,
human resources empowerment

Law and regulations compliance, policies and
issues cooperation, Textile Human Resources
Empowerment Course by Tainan City Shinhwa Vocational Training Center, the joint
program with Tainan City Government on
Sight-seeing Factory Verification, sponsorship
and support for Tainan Fashion Week and
following-up programs organized by Tainan
City Government and Industrial Technology
Research Institute, industrial transformation,  
sharing energy-saving experience with
enterprises, and etc.

National and City
Governments

Third Parties,
Experts and
Consultants

Integrate and establish Everest management
systems, regular auditing and strength on
corporate governance

Integrate ISO, OHSAS, bluesign®, and SA
8000, Toyota Way, and Lean Production
standards into Everest management
systems. Certification, auditing, advices for
improvement, training, and etc.

Schools, Research
Institutes, and
foundations

Industry manpower training, sharing and
cluster integration of  the industry chain

Industrial manpower development program,
school speeches and internship, STTRA:
seminars, technology summits, cross-industry
visits and interactions

1.5 Feedback

To download Everest SustainAbility Report in Chinese and English version, please visit
www.everest.com.tw. Factory tours can be arranged for groups of minimum of 10 people. For more
details, please visit www.everest.com.tw/eteip. Your valuable feedback is the driving force of our
improvement. Please send your comments to:
• Contact: CEO Office- ESM Team, Luna Liu, Norman Kao, and Meilian Lee
• E-mail:esm@everest.com.tw
• Tel:+886-6-5782561 ext. 6222, 6233, 6359
• Address:No. 256 Minghe Vil., Shanshang Dist., Tainan City 74342, TAIWAN
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2.0 About Everest
2.1 Company Profile

Everest Textile is an intelligent textile manufacturer, and internationally renowned for its
innovation and promoting sustainability. With the competence of a vertically integrated textile
manufacturer, our mission is to fulfill customers’ need starting from research and development,
material sourcing and control, production processes, up to completion of products. Everest’s
strengths in research and development as well as production are: false-twisting yarn and high
performance  fabrics used in sports, outdoor, and fashion market.
Company: Everest Textile Co., Ltd.
Established: 1988
IPO: 1995
(Taiwan Stock Exchange, Symbol: 1460)
Employees: 3000 (global)
Main Products & Manufacturing Capability:
• Filament and staple fabric (woven/knitting)
• Textured yarn
• Special raw materials
• Multiple function membrane
• Special finishing process
• Coating and lamination
• Garment making

◎ Intelligent Textile Manufacturer: Everest obtained ISO9001, ISO14001, and OHSAS-18001 certificates.

As a vertically integrated and intelligent textile manufacturer, Everest’s core strengths are:
1. Vertically integrated manufacturer; 2. Innovation oriented;
3. Sustainability; 4. Global network.
• Vertically integrated textile manufacturer including filament and staple fabrics
• Offering of special raw material, multi-functional membrane, post-finishing process
• In house national standard testing lab granted by TAF (Taiwan Accreditation Foundation)
• Recipient of ESH Management Award from Economic affairs, R.O.C. (Taiwan)
• Benchmark of Eco-enterprise in Taiwan
• The first textile company in Asia to receive the bluesign® certificate of coating   
and lamination products
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◎ Global Network: Taiwan is the global logistics center of Everest, and Everest headquarter is based
in Tainan. We have three production factories (located in Tainan of Taiwan, Shanghai of China, and
Ratchaburi of Thailand), and 10 representative offices in Taipei, Shanghai, Shishi City, Tokyo, Osaka,
Hong Kong, Bangkok, New York, Dubai and Paris. Through such advantage of global network, we
provide rapid service in the U.S., Europe, Asia, and expand business globally. Three production bases
are completely aligned with garment production supply chains, and are beneficial to our customer
demands on delivery and schedule arrangements, and conform with low-carbon transportation.
The proximity to our customers’ businesses also enables frequent visits and active participation on
regional exhibitions, which all help to make Everest effective service and global network.
Production Factory
Headquarter
Representative Office

2.2 Corporate Identity

We represent Everest’s brand characteristics from three perspectives - mindset, emotion,    
and spirit. Through effective brand communication, we help Everest people realize the core values
of Everest Sustainability so that everyone can become Everest ambassador; for external people,
we deliver our values and concerns to all stakeholders through participation in social topics and
community issues.

Corporate Brand ----- EVEREST

It refers to the world’s highest Mt. Everest. The brand stands
for the spirit of an adventurer, conquering the highest mountain
and becoming the best of the best. It symbolizes not only our
management philosophy of moving forward and our persistence to
reach the top, but also our will to undertake “disruptive innovation”
to transform ourselves and conquer challenges. Through the practice
of realizing Innovation-Sustainability we create shared value, and we
fulfill the aim to be “the best of the best”. Regarding the colors we
used in the logo, blue and green are powerfully associated with the
meaning of eco-friendly in Europe, America and Asia; to symbolize
EVEREST’s determination to be an eco-enterprise benchmark.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bangkok

Ratchaburi

◎ Market Analysis: Everest is the strategic partner of many international renowned sports,
outdoor, and fashion apparel brands.

Product Brand ----- EVERTEK

EVERTEK stands for Everest’s unique product and
innovative technology. “The Ultimate Innovator” means that Everest
always dedicates itself to innovation and to becoming the benchmark
of the industry by forward looking and advanced transformation.
We realize the brand spirit, “Ultimate service”, and deliver to all
stakeholders that Everest means - dare to take challenges, seek more
than one solution, be optimistic, and keep learning something new
all the time. Green represents everlasting, red means passion and
courage. The identity symbolizes Everest is a leading brand that
pursues excellence and transcends to the top.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Apparel Brand ----- EverSmile

EverSmile is the own apparel brand of Everest. It uses
our eco-friendly high-tech fabrics created for well-known global
sports, outdoor, and fashion brands. We position it as the “Expert of
toxin-free eco-friendly low carbon functional clothing”. The brand
values are “ LOHAS fashion, affordable prices and social care”; the
keynote is “high performance” and enabling Taiwanese consumers
to afford the same value as international brands at good prices.
EverSmile promotes “Clothing Safety” as the main appeal, let buyers
not consider price only, but also concern non-toxic and harmless
for human health as priority. EverSmile clothing utilizes Everest
high-tech and eco-friendly textile, and all product collections were
produced under the bluesign® standards. To ensure eco-friendly and
non-toxic and to protect consumer health and environment, we use
our own fabrics and emphasize 100% made in Taiwan to practice “a
happy deep  economy that creates shared value.”
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2.3 Corporate Culture

Everest people are well-known of the characteristics “dare to challenge and to accomplish
what they promised”, that are from the Everest’s culture base- Integrity, Teamwork, Determination,
and Innovation. Under President Roger Yeh’s expectation, Everest people encourage themselves
to keep three kinds of literacy, humanity, social and professional literacies, and to achieve the
principle “to live and act by kindness, frugality and humility; to work by following, adapting, and
innovating.” As such, we construct our mission and vision:

◎ Mission: Innovation and Sustainability are core values and competence of Everest. Our mission
is to contribute to society and to make the world better with “Innovation” and “Sustainability”

◎ Vision: Everest’s vision is to be a leading global enterprise that benefits human life by providing
innovative solutions based on sustainable principles.

2.4 Operation Strategy

Based on enterprise spirit of Everest, we co-create shared values with stakeholders to achieve
economic, social, and environmental sustainability, the Triple-Bottom-Line, and to fulfill corporate
social responsibility. Everest categorizes our value system from customer perspectives, and provides
best solution for customers. Through Operational Excellence, Innovation, and Sustainability, we let
the brand partners not only consider costs, but also form a more solid partnership with us, a supplier
with deep consideration on ecological concerns.

Q: Quality
C: Cost
D: Delivering

S: Service
R: Resource
P: Productivity

Innovation Eco-Innovative
Solutions
• Marketing Innovation
• Products Innovation
• Process Innovation
(external /internal)
Sustainability
Co-creating shared-value
with stakeholders, to achieve
economic, environmental and
social sustainability, TripleBottom-Line.
Everest’s Value System
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2.5 The Third Party Certifications
The self-disclosure and systematic management of products, manufacturing environment
and production process are important for evaluating the implementation of resources productivity,
energy using effectiveness and disposal management. We list all Everest’s certificates, approved or
currently in progress by the third party in the below to share Everest’s efforts in sustainability for
environmental protection and ecology. The newest certifications could be reviewed and downloaded
at Everest official website.
1. ISO-9002 International Quality Assurance Standard Assessment
   • Everest was certified in 1994 to ensure all products provided by Everest to meet the quality
      requirements of customers.
2. ISO-9001 International Quality Management System Certificate
    • Everest received this certificate in 1996 for enhanced organizational effectiveness and efficiency
      by standard quality management system.
3. Oeko-Tex Standard 100 –The Eco-textile Certificate
    • The certificate focused on controlling the harmful substances to the environment and staff
     during production process. Everest received this certificate in 1997. It ensured Everest to provide
     consumers with safe textiles and to support for environmental protection.
4. ISO-14001 Environmental Management Standard
    • Everest was certified in 1999 that we ensure the production process complying with international
standards of environmental protection.
5. OHSAS-18001 Occupational Health and Safety Management System
    • Everest was certified in 2001 for ensuring the rights of employees and occupational safety.
6. ISO/IEC 17025 Testing Laboratory Accreditation
    • Everest received the certificate of accreditation in 2007. It made Everest to become a member of
TAF (Taiwan Accreditation Foundation) as professional testing companies such as ITS and SGS.
7. bluesign® systematic partner: full series product collections and production certificates
    • Everest receive bluesign® certificates in 2007, and then promoted to overseas production    
       factories (China Factory and Thailand Factory).
8. ISO-13485 Medical Devices Quality Management System
    • Everest was certified in 2008 and verified to ensure that medical system management provided
       by Everest to meet the international standards.
9. Social Accountability 8000 (SA8000) CSR certificate
    • Everest became the first textile company in Taiwan to obtain SA8000 certificate in 2010.
10. Everest Textile Eco Industrial Park approved by Sight-seeing Factory verification  
    • Obtained certificate in January of 2013.
11. Green Factory Certification given by Industrial Development Bureau, Ministry of Economic
      Affairs: Dual Certification of Green Building (two factories obtained Diamond-level Award) and
Cleaner Production
    • Obtained in 2012 Further obtained Ecological Community certificate in Silver Level in February
of 2013
12. Products Carbon Footprint verification (PAS 2050: 2011) and GHG Emission Reduction and  
      Verification (ISO/CNS 14064-1: 2006)
    • Verification in progress; certificates are expected to be issued in the end of September 2013.
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2. The Ratio of Main products vs. Total Sales

3.0 Corporate Governance

Main product

3.1 Business Report
◎ Annual Review

As we recall 2012 from an international standpoint, we saw Europe engulfed in turmoil
from the debt crisis; the slowdown of China’s economic growth; US-South Korea FTA impacts
on Taiwan and China exports; the US launch of the third quantitative easing (QE3) in hopes to
effectively boost their weak economic; the Japanese government depreciation of the yen to stimulate
their sluggish economy; all while during these uncertain times, the international brand customers
stringently pressuring for cooperation from suppliers while frequently cancelling orders or reducing
orders. Domesticly, we were facing rising oil and electricity prices, rising so significantly that it
affected inflation and other factors, resulting in downturn of consumption. Operating under these
circumstance, 2012 was an exceedingly challenging year for Everest.
In response to this "turbulent" circumstance, Everest adjusted the pace of the company
instigated transformation strategy, using sustainable power, company power, market power,
innovation power and execution power to adapt these new changes. In addition to Everest’s core
competitiveness, also combined with the advantages of industry and cross-industry, to let Everest
continue to improve their competitiveness in the vigorous changes global market.

◎ Performance Overview
A. The headquarter in Taiwan
1.Financial Performance
Item
Sales Revenue
Gross Profit
Operating
Income
Non-operating
Income and
Profit
Non-operating
Expense and
Loss
Pretax Income
Net Income
Earnings
Per Share
(retrospectively
adjust)

2009
4,262,244
836,883

2010
4,808,243
757,511

2011
6,350,453
920,482

2012
6,229,493
1,046,313

2013,1/1-6/30
2,926,755
463,692

191,326

77,581

212,530

264,510

108,431

53,962

51,621

92,331

550,503

54,034

239,153

1,526,566

83,012

234,875

41,423

6,135
6,135

﹙1397364 )
﹙1415319 )

221,849
204,169

580,138
580,138

121,043
121,043

0.01

﹙3.24 )

0.47

1.33

0.28

*Annotation 1: The loss in 2010 caused by the fire of R & D building and automatic warehousing on Mar. 4, 2010, to  
recognize the fire loss into the first exercise by the requirements of the Business Accounting Law Article 60.
*Annotation 2: The insurance claim from 2010 fire loss was reversal and wrote off.
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Finished
Clothing
Textured yarn
Others
Total

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013,1/16/30

80%

78%

71%

68%

64%

15%
5%
100%

16%
6%
100%

24%
5%
100%

24%
8%
100%

27%
9%
100%

3. The Cost Engage in Innovative R & D

Unit: NTD in Thousand

Year

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013,1/1-6/30

Total expenses
Ratio of
Total Sales

179,549

166,509

158,242

163,386

91,818

4.2%

3.5%

2.5%

2.6%

3.1%

B. The Consolidated Sales of Three Factories (Parent and Subsidiaries)
1. Financial Performance
Item
Sales Revenue
Gross Profit
Operating
Income
Non-operating
Income and
Profit
Non-operating
Expense and
Loss
Pretax Income
Net Income
Earnings
Per Share
(retrospectively
adjust)

Unit: NTD in Thousand

2009
5,549,030
884,602

2010
6,149,015
831,024

2011
7,517,103
1,133,613

2012
7,378,658
1,123,256

2013,1/1-6/30
3,547,360
553,983

24,959

(97,532)

179,746

105,773

84,956

61,705

53,955

105,309

558,143

62,413

75,786

1,353,184

77,426

86,416

26,325

10,878
6,133

(1,396,761)
(1,415,320)

207,629
204,170

577,500
580,132

121,044
121,044

0.01

(3.24)

0.47

1.33

0.28

2. The Ratio of Main Product vs. Total Sales
Main product
Finished
Clothing
Textured yarn
Others
Total

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013,1/1-6/30

86%

86%

83%

80%

81%

11%
3%
100%

10%
4%
100%

15%
2%
100%

15%
5%
100%

16%
3%
100%

Unit: NTD in Thousand

3. The Cost Engage in Innovative R & D
Year
Total expenses
Ratio of
Total Sales

2009
196,216

2010
194,760

2011
184,786

2012
196,151

2013,1/1-6/30
107,207

3.5%

3.2%

2.5%

2.7%

3.0%
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3.2 Management Structure
The implementation of corporate governance mechanisms of Everest helps the business
management to become institutionalized, systematic, and robust. Moreover, it assures the rights of
all shareholders and stakeholders and enables us to pursue the goal of sustainability.
Everest fully complies with the regulations of authorities in three aspects, legal compliance,
market forces and internal control to implement corporate governance. In order to establish the
corporate culture of integrity management, we have created “Everest Moral Code of Conduct"
and "Everest Rules of Operation Integrity” of directors, supervisors and managers. In addition,
Everest also established the compensation committee, in order to set and to review regularly
directors’, supervisors’ and managers’ performance and policies, systems, standards and structure of
compensation.
The information is fully transparent and available. We disclose matters related to investors
and shareholders on our company website, stock exchange market observation platform and
company’s annual report. We offer open communicating channels for investors’ advice and
feedback. The annual report has been uploaded to official website for announcement, and the lastest
version was the 2012 Everest Annual Report published on June 2013.

◎ Board of Directors
Everest’s corporate governance complies with the guidelines for listed companies regulated
by TSEC (Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation) and GTSM-Taiwan (GreTai Securities Market).
Everest’s board of directors consists of 9 directors and 2 supervisors, who are all male. Our elected
directors are with industrial and practical experience, also have independent spirit, and they all meet
Taiwan’s regulatory requirements.
Moreover, President Yeh is on behalf of the management team to present the business
performance to the board of directors, and presents progress and performance of sustainability, to
keep the company aligned with the stakeholders and Everest’s goals of sustainability. Also with
respect to the company’s shareholding structure and shareholder rights, we have a spokesperson and
a deputy spokesperson of Everest to respond shareholders’ suggestions and comments.

2013 Shareholders’ Meeting:Chairman
Jar-Yi Shi (standing) greeting.

◎ Everest Textile Organization& Structure of Everest SustainAbility Office
We operate the business by authorizing each production factory separately and carry out
business. Each person in charge has to manage and supervise labor safety and health. The Everest
SustainAbility Office was founded in 2007, and focused on three sustainable aspects, economy,
environment, and society. With an overall perspective and strategy concerning management, the
Everest SustainAbility Office is the highest authority in charge of the planning and formulation of
sustainability policies and action plans.
Organizational structure is shown below:
Everest Textile Organizational Chart
Shareholders Meeting
Supervisor

A list of the board members is as follows. (Elected on 2012/06/08, and for a term of three years)
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Far-Eastern Group Chairman Douglas Hsu  
(left 1) together with President Roger Yeh (left
3) visit brick factory.

Board of Directors

Title

Name

Chairman

Jia-yi Shi  (Representative of Wei Yu innovation investment company)

Everest SustainAbility Office

Chairman

Director

Douglas Hsu (Representative of Yuan Ding Investment company)

Chief Executive Officer

President

Director

Zheng-Long Hu  (Representative of Yuan Ding Investment company)

Director

Kao-shan Wu  (Representative of Yuan Ding Investment company)

Director

Roger Yen  (Representative of Cheng Long Investment company)

Director

Ying-Chi Zhuang   (Representative of Cheng Long Investment company)

Director

Hua-sheng Lin  (Representative of Fumi Transport company)

Director

Shou-Jun Ye  (Representative of Ho Sheng Investment company)

Director

Kun-lin He  (Representative of Fumi Transport company)

Supervisor

Jin-Sen Du  (Representative of Tung Fu Investment company)

Supervisor

Ren-Fa Chen  (Representative of Jr Sheng Investment company)

Auditing Department

Managerial
Auditing Section

Chief
Internal
External
SustainAbility
Consultant
Consultant
Officer

Business
Planning Section

General
Director

Presidential
Office

Sales & Production
Management Section

Executive
Executive
Executive
Director
Director
Director
Economic Environmental Social
Affairs
Affairs
Affairs

Human
Resources
Department

IT Management
Section

Executive
Secretary

Engineering
Management

Everest
Woven Dyeing & Production Public
Technology C&D Marketing Sales Management Textured Fabric Finishing Management Works Garment
Research Dept
Dept
Dept
Dept
Yarn Dept Dept
Dept
Dept
Dept
Dept
Center
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3.3 Risk Management

Global climate changes cause extreme weather conditions, and their associated impact is
rather wide-ranged. We recognize the risks of climate change and we propose the corresponding
management practice. This will help the enterprises in their organization structure and asset
allocation, investment strategy, supply chain selection, and talent recruitment so as to take
appropriate prevention in the current and future, and decrease the impact to the lowest level. The
following is the risk identification of climate change from Everest:
Real Risk Caused by Climate Change

Regulatory Risk Caused by Climate Change

• The flood caused by short-time downpour could
  harm the plant equipment and operating personnel.
• Prolonged rain-storm could cause the delay of
transport of goods, and result in increased
operating costs.
• Global temperature increase could cause increasing
operating cost (e.g. electricity, water etc.)
• Climate change could cause infectious diseases
   and affect employees’ health.
• Abnormal climate could cause raw material
  shortage and increase procurement costs.

• The Statute for Renewable Energy Development
will increase electricity cost.
• Energy Policy and Conservation Act will increase   
  improvement and maintenance costs of equipments.
• Greenhouse Gas Reduction Act will limit the
allowance of emission of textile industry and
  increase the cost of carbon emission control and
carbon trade.
• Penalty caused the violation of the regulations.

Everest is an export-oriented textile company. In order to achieve the goal of sustainability
, we need to strengthen risk management and effectively reduce our business risk. We focus on five
targets, including price fluctuation of raw materials, financial risks, and credit management, and
information security, environmental and occupational risks. We identify and define the risks, and
develop the hedge countermeasures.

3.3.1 Management on Price Fluctuation of Raw Material
The dramatic change caused by global climate change results in sharp fluctuation in raw
materials and energy prices in recent years. Economic downturn caused by the debt crisis in Europe
evolved into recession to the global economy, and resulted in direct pressure on business operation.
In order to avoid the risk of loss from falling price of raw materials and to maintain a stable supply,
we take countermeasures as following:
Continued on a regular basis to
collect the market information of
commodity price

Internal production and
sales review meetings to control
inventory of raw materials

Ready to replace the source of
manufacturers to avoid
the risk from single supply

Mainly refer to:
• Supply situation of the producing
countries
• Global commodity information
website
• China’s chemical fiber economic    
information

Adjust the direction of overall
procurement strategy on a regular
basis to avoid loss from the
decline in value, and timely adjust
to the purchase volume.

Continued search for alternative
suppliers, and in cooperation
with the scene to other plant’s
materials.

In this regard, since the first half of the year 2011, we reviewed joint procurement projects
(for materials used in bulk accessory and assisting materials, dyestaff and chemical auxiliaries). We
combined the orders at the three plants (Taiwan, China and Thailand), and conducted inventory and
integration, inquiry and bargaining, and begin with implementation of a unified purchase plan. Our
unified purchase orders also proved their effectiveness described as follow:
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• Process of Unified Purchase:
At first, procurement staffs from three plants and unit heads of production site had joint
meetings via videoconference weekly, took inventory one by one for common items. Simplify the
duplicated items first, and then estimate the quarterly / monthly usage. Then we would consolidate
the orders, and made inquiry to suppliers and negotiating prices, in order to achieve benefits from
unified procurements.
• Purpose of Unified Purchase:
→Create a unified purchase mechanisms to increase the negotiation power and reduce procurement
costs
→Simplify and integrate items and routine negotiations on purchases to improve procurement
                efficiency
Everest Performance of Green Procurement: Procure quantity of green material
Year

Procure quantity of green material (unit: kg)

2010

1,160,349

2011

1,547,624

2012

1,334,761

2013, 1/1~6/30

619,542

• Policy and Management of Supplier:
Everest ccontinues promoting green procurement to influence suppliers, encouraging
suppliers into a green business model. The green procurement is not a dramatic change from the
existing procurement procedures. It contains “moderate adjustments” and “strengthening actions” of
the current procedures. We set up the “Principle of Green Procurement” to implement the following
main topics, such as product, services, logistic managements, packing, raw materials, energy and
etc. We also share this concept with suppliers by fax and proceed together towards a sustainable
supply chain. The details of the policy and management of supplier, please refer 2011 Everest
Sustainability Report. From 2011, Everest has worked with suppliers to comply with and implement
the code of corporate integrity policies; furthermore, we bring the spirit of G4 in this year.
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3.3.2 Financial Risks Management

3.3.5 Environment and Occupational Safety Risks

In financial aspect may encounter risk including the adequacy credit line from commercial
banks, the fluctuation of interest rate and foreign exchange rate, the control of cash flow and
liquidity, etc. Against these potential risks, we take the following countermeasures:

Everest has established a triple ISO verification system (ISO 14001, ISO 9001, and
OHSAS18001). It is also the first textile mill to obtain SA8000 certification in Taiwan. In regards
to environmental and occupational safety and risk management, as well as employee equity
maintenance projects, we have mature management mechanism and contingency force. Therefore,
for environmental and occupational safety and risk management, we will explain in detail the
Everest ESH policy and human resources management in the following sections 3.4 and 3.5.

Banking

Funding

Business

• Decentralized the banks, to
   avoid the amount of bank lines
are too concentrated, and maintain
   open contact with the banks at
any time.
• Increase the balance of loan
   limit to prepare the needs from
time to time.

• Assess funding conditions and
  interest rate, and choose the
  means of financing carefully.
• Through the hedge of foreign
  exchange in order to spread the
  risk of exchange rate fluctuation.

• Shorten the recovery period of
account receivable.
• Reduce the inventory holding
period from production sector.

3.3.3 Credit Management
To protect the company’s assets, and to reduce credit risk, we have formulated “Credit
Management Approach” to conduct such management based on credit rating . Thus far, the third
party entities approved are in healthy financial conditions. When there is suspicion of risk, mostly
we ask for risk transfer method such as obtaining collaterals, or letter of credit for transactions and
etc. to handle the dealings, and to ensure the safety of credit transactions and to prevent bad debt
occurrence.
We also apply information system to control the management of credit risk: the system
will automatically inspect customers’ credit level when shipped. And when faced with abnormal
situations, that is, start the corresponding abnormal management measures, and prompt the
executives to decision-making stage, in order to actually manage abnormal credit conditions and
customer’ abnormal status.

3.3.4 Information Security
• File preservation: Set up a dedicated team that conducts regular computer system,
             application software and data file backup. Storage and back up files are also located in
              differential places to enhance record-keeping security.
• Data security: On internal protection, we establish virus protection mechanism for PC
              computers, regularly update on the new system software to respond to system vulnerabilities,
             improve the defense capability of the computer itself. On external protection, we build
              firewall/intrusion detection equipment and the information security gateway, and we strictly
              monitor abnormal network behavior to eliminate the risk of data leakage from hackers.
• Fast recovery: We conduct periodic system recovery drills for differential machines in
              remote locations. The drills enhance the level of system stability and ensure the normal
              operation of the company.
• Server Virtualization: We centralized 20 servers into 2 main servers with virtual management.
               We created fault-tolerant mechanisms in the data storage device to ensure data security and
              quick recovery.
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3.4 EHS Policy and Management
3.4.1 Goal and Vision

In response to the President Yeh’s vision of a happy enterprise, Everest planned three phases
to actively promote the vision of “Healthy and Happy Workplace of Body, Mind and Spirit”. Phase
1(2011~2013) vision is workplace safety, phase 2(2014~2016) vision is risk management and phase
3 (2017~2020) vision is healthy workplace.
In order to carry out the “workplace safety” the phase 1 vision as soon as possible, Everest
prioritizes and implements 9 critical items of occupational health and safety through PDCA
management in the following figure.

Healthy labor

Self-management

Safety awareness

Auditing the
result and
penalty

Educating
and training
on safety

Reduce disaster

Medical
and health
services

Disaster
response
system

Action

Plan

Workplace
safety
勞資平安
Check

Contract
job security
Constructions safety

Prevention
of
machine
accident

Do

Prevention
of
chemical
disaster

Manufacturing safety

Prevention
of traffic
accident

Prevention
of fire
accident

Zero accident

Zero disaster

Chemicals disaster prevention

Figure: Vision and Achievement of EHS in Phase 1
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3.4.2 Risk Management of Occupational Health and Safety

3.4.3 Hedging Strategies: mechanisms for disaster response drills

Everest established an internationally recognized Occupational Health and Safety
Management System, OHSAS 18001. It was audited and approved by DNV (Det Norske Veritas)
since 2001. So far Everest has always conformed to relevant standards of the occupational health
and safety management system, by national laws and regulations, and by requirements of related
stakeholders. Everest implements the hazard identification and risk assessment by each production
processes and content. Through the PDCA management we enhance our constant management
ability and performance on the health and safety matters. And we carry out the vision of “Healthy
and Happy Workplace of Body, Mind and Spirit”.
The most potential risks of health and safety should be taken into consideration, including:
the risk of rotating machinery and equipment, the risk of noise hazards in workplace, the risk of
employees and contractors’ safety during construction, the risk of chemical storage and usage safety,
and natural disasters risk (such as fire, typhoons, floods, earthquakes, etc.).

◎ Emergency drills and training
Held an emergency drill and training combined with the local fire unit. Event photos are as follows:

◎ 2012 work injury statistics
Due to the amount of injury and accidents, we actively implement “ 5S safety strategy.”
Through the team efforts, we were able to cut down the injuries to one case in 2012. Compared with
the 10 cases in 2011, the cases of injury decreased by 90%.
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A fire extinguisher training

Staffs learning CPR first aid skills
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Disaster prevention drill

Year

Figure: 2008-2012 factory injury statistics

Our corresponding response to new G4 indicators :
1. Our analysis through the examination of operating environment and health inspection reveals that
    there is no high chance of work related disease or high risk workers.  (Correspond to LA7)
2. The occupational safety and health committee is comprised of representatives from both   
    employers and employees. One-third of the committee members are from labor unions, which  
    conforms with regulations. (Correspond to LA5)
3. Regarding health and safety related issues, currently we handle them through face to face
    communication between employers and employees, but they are not formally included in the
    union files as formal agreements yet. (Correspond to LA8)
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Environmental chemical measuring
and monitoring

An emergency drill and training combined
with the local fire unit
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3.5 Human Resource Management

◎ Employment Policy:

Everest has become the first textile company in Taiwan to obtain SA8000 (Social
Accountability 8000) CSR certificate. SA8000 is currently the most credible CSR certification in the
world. It was established by Social Accountability International, SAI, according to the International
Labor Organization conventions, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the Child. Everest has been committed to implementing SA8000
standard to ensure all products provided by producers and suppliers meet social responsibility
requirements, to fulfill our promise to sustainability. On such base, we implement the occupational
safety management, and furthermore ensure our human resources policy and management is closer
to labors rights protection. The criteria of SA8000 Standard as following:

In response to Corporate Social Responsibility and GRI G4 guidelines, we try to review our works
by G4 indicators as following:
1. Employee Gender Ratio: (Corresponding to LA1)
The number of male employees is 1,397; the number of female employees is 1,439; the ratio
of male vs. female is approximately 1:1.03.
Number of male and female employees in three factories
Location

1
Ban on Child Labor

8
Compensation

7
Working Hours

Year

Tainan
Factory

China
Factory

2

9

Ban on Forced Labor

Management System

6
No Disciplinary
Practices

Thailand
Factory

Taipei Office

3

4

5

Heath and Safety

Freedom of Association
and Right to
Collective Bargaining

No Discrimination

Sub-Total

Total

3.5.1 Diversity of Employees & Human Rights
In recent years, numerous industries moved production centers to China and Southern
Asia due to their concerning on higher profits and their pursuit cheaper labor costs. We uphold
the concept of in-depth industrial cultivation in the local community, and we keep Everest major
production and R & D center base in Taiwan. We provide a safe working environment, nice welfare
system, and we improve our management systems all the time. We aim to make Everest employees
feel at ease with their work, and rest assured the jobs.
Taiwan is Everest’s headquarter with stable of staff employment. The current employees
are 1,800 people. On the other hand, Everest is also actively in global markets mapping, and that is
the reason we set up the production factories in Thailand and in China as well. The total number of
employees at the three factories is 2,836. Our vision is to uphold Everest innovation- sustainability,
deep cultivation of local economy, and staff diversity in employment, so that we can achieve our
goal of creating a locally happy enterprise.
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2010

2011

2012

2013, June

Male

809

Male

931

Male

960

Male

901

Female

691

Female

831

Female

873

Female

820

Male

442

Male

330

Male

329

Male

281

Female

455

Female

386

Female

364

Female

329

Male

205

Male

240

Male

200

Male

197

Female

185

Female

198

Female

211

Female

221

Male

26

Male

29

Male

20

Male

18

Female

63

Female

67

Female

73

Female

69

Male

1482

Male

1530

Male

1509

Male

1397

Female

1394

Female

1482

Female

1521

Female

1439

2,876

3,012

3,030

2,836

*Annotation: The figures collected till June, 2013

2. Nationality and Gender Equality:
Externally, we uphold innovation and sustainability as our core values; and internally, we
equally treat and respect all employees. It could be proved that employees had been adequately
protected, because Taiwan Factory has passed the SA8000 (Social Accountability 8000) CSR
certificate in the end of 2010.
Through Everest’s diversity of employment, the nationality of employees are distributed
from Taiwan, China, Philippines, Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam, regardless of race, color,
nationality, age, and gender. (Corresponding to LA12)
In the Everest big family, employees are paid equally, regardless of gender or nationality.
(Corresponding to LA13)
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Employees number of nationality in three factories
Nationality

Taiwan

Thais

Chinese

Filipinos

Vietnamese

Cambodians

1,411

117

0

253

27

0

China Factory

10

0

600

0

0

0

Thailand Factory

17

358

3

0

0

40

Taipei Office

96

0

0

0

0

0

Location
Tainan Factory

*Annotation: The figures collected till June, 2013

◎ Staff domestic & abroad tours and Family Barbecue recreational activities

3. Analysis of the supervisors’ gender in three factories:
Gender
Location

Supervisors in Taiwan
Supervisors in
China Factory
Supervisors in
Thailand Factory

    and Thai Water-sprinkling Festival for foreign employees especially in Tainan Factory. No matter
    domestic or foreign employees, they can have good balance between their work and leisure time.
    (Corresponding to LA2)
2. About employee parental leave: from 2011 to 2013, there were 12 applicants returned to work
    (71.43%). The number of retention over12 months is 28.57%; and the ratio is still increasing.
    (Corresponding to LA3)
3. With regard to handicapped employee: In Taiwan factory, there are 1.4% handicapped staff
    employed which is higher than 1% regulated by Labor Law. We increased our goal to 2%.

Male Numbers

Female

Total

Ratio

67

25

1,808

2.7:1

30

10

610

3:1

18

4

418

4.5:1

For the promotion of harmonious labor relations, enhance employee loyalty, boost staff
morale leading to Everest success, Everest Employee Welfare Committee regularly plans annual
domestic and abroad tours, employee family barbecue activities, to promote colleagues interactions.

*Annotation: The figures collected till June, 2013

3.6.2 Review of Employee Resignation
In response to the LA1 of G4 indicators on employee departure, we referenced the Taiwan
Human & Analysis Human Resources Employment Classification and BSI (British Standards
Institute) training materials. We categorized the resigned employees into three groups- sentimental
young group under age 30, senior experienced staff group between age 30-50, and the senior retiring
staff over age 50. In 2012, the total number of employee resignation of three factories was 855;
and 58% were from senior experienced staff. In the first half of 2013, the cumulative number of
employee resignation of three factories was 372; the ratio of the sentimental young group increased
from 32% to 62%, while the number of the senior experienced staff group between ages of 3050 was decreased from 58% to 35%. This has shown that the senior experienced employees were
relatively more stable in 2013 than in 2012. When we reviewed the reasons of employee resignation,
the ratio of resigning due to job description dropped from 21% in 2012 to 9% in the first half of the
year 2013. It is showing that our employment is becoming more stable.

5 days North Vietnam tour in year 2012

2 days domestic tour in year 2012

◎ Everest Ecological Mountain-climbing Club
During 2012-2013, the activities organized and participant numbers were as follows:
In 2012, there were 7 activities, about 280 participants (employees and their families); in 2013 (till
end of June) there were 5 activities, about 200 participants (employees and family members).

3.6.3 Employee Welfares and Protections
Everest believes that employees are our most important asset. Through internal and external
training programs we improve employees' skills and establish the awareness of safe and healthy
working environment. We have also established promotion and internal transfer system, and provide
the management associate training courses for all employees. Regardless of gender, all employees
could gradually advance their levels through a fair evaluation and promotion program at Everest.
1. About employee welfare, we provide Labor, Healthy, and Group Insurances, Pension Funds
    Provision, traditional festival gifts, year-end bonuses etc. Besides, we also offer subsidies such as
   marriage allowance, funeral allowance, children educational award, moving allowance, travelling
   subsidizing, health examination, in order to safeguard staff’s physical and mental health.
   Regarding employee welfare facilities, we provide employee dormitory, parking area, food
   service, library and foreign employees’ computer facility. Furthermore, we host Christmas party
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Everest’s Ecological Mountainclimbing Club reached the peak of
Mt. Hehuan(3,416 meters)
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◎ Everest Badminton Club
During year 2012-2013, numbers of participating in the competitions or tournaments:
In 2012, we joined three games; in 2013 (till end of June), we joined five games.

Host the local competitions (in San-shang District) - Badminton Championships

    to demonstrate association right and collective barging, and plays a major force of harmony
    between employees and employer. (Corresponding to LA4, HR4) Everest Labor Union and Staff
    Welfare Committee, contact number: 06-578-2561 ~ 9, extension 371.
3. Employee’s complaint channel and handling: Everest’s staff complaint hotline (06-5786200)
    and employee suggestion box are in charge by the Human Resources Department (HR Dept.).
    All complaint cases will be categorized as special cases and the results will be reported, and there
    were 3 cases closed. HR Dept. regularly organizes "Employee Satisfaction Survey", to learn about   
    employees' voice positively, analyze problems and issues, and to propose appropriate solutions.
    (Corresponding to LA12, HR12)
4. Hold Labor Conference regularly: Both employers and employees act in accordance with the
    Implementation Measure of Labor Conference, six labor representatives are elected by the Labor
    Union Congress and their term is three-year. The employer also selects six representatives (also
    with a term of three years) work with six labor representatives. Through quarterly labor meetings,
    the discussion agendas cover responses to labor dynamics, production planning, and business
    performance. Furthermore, they discuss the working conditions, planning for welfares, work
    efficiency improvement, and etc. In addition they discuss enhancement suggestions for working
    environment, production problems, and safety of workplace and so on.

◎ Everest Softball Club
During year 2012-2013, numbers of participating in the competitions or tournaments:
In 2012, we joined 9 games; in 2013 (till end of June), joined 6 games

Everest’s Softball Club joined year 2013
An-nan District North Friendly Cup

Everest’s Softball Club joined year 2013
Far-Eastern Group Tournament

3.6.4 Employee Relationship
Vision: diversified communication channels, improve labor-management cooperation,
customer satisfaction, and create a win-win situation.
1. To build consensus and objectives: We put "an outstanding  enterprise should have both
    satisfactory employees and clients" as the goal. Using the platforms of monthly and daily morning
    meetings to announce and communicate the important messages. Besides, Everest also publishes
    the “Everest People Magazine” as the channels to communicate between company and employees.
(Corresponding to LA16)
2. Concerning the freedom of association and protection on collective bargaining, Everest Labor
    Union is an independent organization which expresses voice of the employees, and it actively
participates in activities of National Federation of Labor Unions. It is fully representative
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3.6.5 Employees’ Training and Development
Vision: starting from the core values "Integrity, Teamwork, Determination, and Innovation",
we increase employee’s competitiveness and to achieve the vision of Innovation-Sustainability.
Three objectives of educational training: 1. Establish enterprise culture of “Staff’s Selflearning.” 2. Increase talent competitiveness by applying the most effective utilization of resources. 3.
Integrate Everest SustainAbility Model (ESM) to cultivate talents with eco concern, and to become
the benchmark of eco-enterprise.    
To achieve three main objectives of
educational training, HR Dept. is appointed
to plan education programs, and to coordinate
the annual training courses, strategies, and
performance evaluation within the plant. HR
Dept. is also in charge of new staff training,
talent development program and specific
projects. Through the approaches covering
“point-line-surface”, we fully implement
the education and training programs in each
Lean Production Training in Dyeing Dept.
factory. Then with the integrated management
s y s te ms a n d th e lin k o f p e r f o r ma n c e
evaluation, we achieve the most efficient management.
In 2012, Taiwan factory organized educational training for 27,676 hours; 9,252 hours for
China factory; and Thai factory for 4,521 hours. In addition, Taiwan factory participated in the
governmental "2013 Multi-beneficiary Vocational Training Program", was affirmed and received
expenditures subsidies. (Corresponding to LA9)
In addition to skills enhancement courses, Everest also held various diverse training courses,
including watching movies to learn about management skills, English and Japanese learning
courses, pressure relief course, natural ecological/documentary project courses, etc., so that we can
help employees to have great balance of body, mind, and spirit.
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Three plants training hours
Training hours in Total

Employees of year 2012

Training Hours
on Average

Taiwan

27,676

1926

14.4

China

9,252

693

13.4

Thailand

4,521

411

11

Item

Factory

3.6.6 Shared with Employees
We respect important festivals and religious beliefs of our foreign employees; and local
employees are also very happy to share the blessings and joy together.

Employee training programs and selected person
New Staff

Training
programs

All Staff

Specialized Staff

• Emergency response
• New employees training   • Environment, health and
  in environment, health and    safety training
  training & drill
• First-aid personnel training
safety education.
• Fires Safety training &
• New employees SA8000
disaster drills
• Management development
CSR training
• Internal skills improvement
programs
training
• Fire safety training
• Each unit operational
• Enhancing second languages
  procedure and technical
capacity project
training
• Enhancing management skills    
  capacity project
• Ecology related courses
• CSR courses
• Communication skills courses
• Pressure relieve courses

Now we utilize the training resources and move forward towards three main objectives. We
provide employees various learning channels regardless of limits of time and space, enrich their
professional skills and competitiveness relating to their work. In the future, we will apply the ideas
of the ESM to let our employees fulfill the enterprise culture and philosophy; to extend the ideas
to the employees’ families and to encourage them to take the courses and to have progress together
with the company as well.

We respect important festivals and religious beliefs of
our foreign employees; and local employees are also
very happy to share the blessings and joy together.

Christmas Party, with respect to foreign employees’
religion, the priest invited to pray for a blessing
ceremony

Both foreign employees and local employees enjoyed
the gathering.

Our staff members took on an amateur model
catwalk for EverSmile at Everest Vision Conference

Training Courses in Apparel Dept.

“Accomplish what I promised”, the outstanding
Everest service team took a group photo at the
year 2013 Everest Vision Conference.
Keynote speech by Taiwan Black Bear Conservation Association:
"Those things which Taiwan black bear had taught me”
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President Roger Yeh gave an opening address
at year 2013 Everest Vision Conference

Well-known Economist, Professor Ma Kai, was invited
to give a speech at year 2013 Everest Vision Conference
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4.0 Everest SustainAbility Model, ESM

4.2 Core of Everest SustainAbility Model and its implementation
Here we are listing and sharing our stakeholders the core values and practice of ESM. The
implementations are as following:

Sustainability Identity

Everest develops eco-friendly textiles that have low
impact on human beings and environment. We respect human
rights, create a sustainable and healthy social environment,
and expect to be a leader of eco-enterprise. We use the
Sustainability® identity to respond to sustainable actions
implemented. This identity strengthens our strategic direction
of “Energy-saving, environmental protection, and care for
the Earth.”   Blue and green represent the sky and grass
respectively. Golden yellow represents the ground under
sunshine and circle shape means our Earth. White waves
signify the spirit of Everest of constant progress. This identity
symbolizes Everest’s determination to care for environment
and the Earth, and to be the leader of eco-enterprise.

Level 1
Core Philosophy

Economy

Economic Sustainability I:
Resource productivity

˙Enhance energy efficiency
‧Identify and execute effective and
energy efficiency projects
‧Switch off air-conditioning in three
factories
˙Water efficiency
˙Waste reduction
˙Green IT (virtual server)
˙Effluent management
˙Reuse resource：Cinder brick
˙Conquering the Complexity
‧Simplified processes & smooth production
‧Material simplicity and unit purchases
‧Modular design and principle of rapid
production

˙High standard of
bluesign® certificates
˙Taiwan Green Factory
Certification
˙NIKE MSI
˙HIGG Index 1.0 of
Sustainable Apparel
Coalition
˙Green Building
Material Label
(Eco Brick)

Economic Sustainability II:
Innovation-Sustainability
solutions based on products
˙High performance Sustainable
products to suit specific needs
˙Fashion x Function = Fusion
˙Offer a variety of medium
-range technology with
sustainable attributes to meet
customers’ preferences
˙Unique mechanism on
products LCA
(Life Cycle Assessment)

˙High-Tech sustainable products
˙Medium-technology and products
‧Low cost products (local materials
and production)
˙Eco-friendly Material
‧Bio-based PU membrane
‧Bio-based yarn
˙Recycled materials
˙Solvent-free
‧Water-based foam
˙Low carbon products

˙Product Certifications
˙Detox Testing
˙Life Cycle
Assessment Project
and Certificates
˙Taiwan Green
Benchmarking Award
˙Tainan City Lowcarbon Green
Enterprise Award
˙Energy Excellence
Award by Ministry
of Economic Affairs

Social Sustainability:
Creating Shared-Value
˙Long term staff with
motivation and high
productivity
˙Sharing the love-the
enterprise is the driving forces
for progression
˙Care about minority
˙Strengthen cluster of
local industries
˙Re-define value chain
productivity

˙Establish social enterprise: EverSmile
for local deep economy
˙High quality and affordable InnovationSustainable products
˙Care for employees
˙Active member of local community
˙Partnership coorperation with NGO, ESM
volunteer team, and local and national
government
˙Southern Taiwan Energy -saving patrol Team
˙Partnetship of governments,
foundations, and organizations

˙SA8000 Certificate
˙Sight-seeing Factory
Certification
˙MIT Certification
˙Participation of
Social Enterprise
Commitment
Foundation

˙Upcycle waste and
maximize resource
utilization

Everest thinks that the concept of sustainability is like a sunny-side egg. The Economy,
Society and Environment aspects are three concentric circles that are in hierarchy of nested
relationships.

Society

Level 3
Projects & Activities

˙High performance Eco
facilities
˙Source management/MIPS
˙Factor Five
˙Cleaner Production
˙Reduced costs of production
and waste
˙Conquering the Complexity

4.1 Everest SustainAbility Model: TheSunny-Egg Model

Environment

Level 2
Areas of Focus

Everest SustainAbility
Model (ESM)
◆Guiding principles：
1. Triple-Bottom-Line
2. InnovationSustainability
3. Co-creating
Shared-Value
4. 7R Disciplines

Environmental Sustainability:

Economy: Organic Growth Value of Enterprise
S o c i e t y : Co-create Shared Value with all stakeholders; our business comes from the society  
                     and we also give back to the society.

˙Bio-diversity
˙Learning from the Nature

˙Green Factory
˙Sight-seeing Factory: Sharing Textile
Industrial Transformation and
Environmental Education
˙Establish Natural Education Farm and
Promotion of Natural Farming
˙Participate in eco-protection activities
˙CSR Reporting

Certifications and
Communications

˙Taiwan’s Green
Factory Label
‧Diamond Level
Green Building
‧Cleaner Production
˙Eco Community
Certificate
˙CSR reporting

Environment: Realize a harmonious development between human and nature to achieve prosperity
                      of all living things.
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4.3 Environmental Accounting

We summarized the Everest progressive action plans as following:
(The data was collected till August of 2013.)
Action Plan

Activities
Effective use of inverters to control speed of motors to achieve
energy-saving
Switch off the air-conditioning in the computer facilities room, and
virtualization of servers
Replace lighting with energy-saving LED lights
Energy-saving brushless motors to replace the AC motors
Energy-saving by air jet loom
Energy-saving by water jet loom, to reduce electricity of motors
Effective use of the water balance analysis to achieve reasonable
water consumption
Energy-saving by air compressor system
Energy-saving by false-twisting machines system, to promote
productivity and reduce air loss
Systemize the coal-boiler to save energy
Systemize the stenter to save energy
Systemize the dyeing machines to save energy
Manage the effectiveness of heat exchange at all factories

Power Saving

Water Saving
Air Energy Saving

Heat Recycling

The advancement of systematic thinking and the management systems will help us achieve
of the goal of “Factor Five”, since 2013, Everest started a systematic check and implemented the
method of MIPS and the application of appropriate technology; we continued energy- saving and
emission-reduction by projects and facility improvements. Furthermore, we established a crosssector integrated system module and the corresponding applications to help our production units and
staff internalized such knowledge and concept. In the below we list a table which presents Everest
Energy-Saving Technology Platform.

Application of MIPS Concept & Appropriate Technology
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4.4 Trends on Supply Chains Management of International Textile Industry
4.4.1 Foreword
In textile industry, because of the supervision of multiple stakeholders, brands, retailers and
their supply chains are expected to fulfill their corporate social responsibility; besides, they have
to take practical actions to respond to “non-toxic”, “waste-water treatment”, and “regulations and
use of chemicals.” Although most brands and retailers express their concern of the issue, according
to the investigation reports released by Greenpeace International, there were numerous brands and
their supply chains that have not kept their promises of “toxic-free” due to lack of determination.
Therefore, Greenpeace International requests the brands to sign the agreement of “zero discharge of
toxic chemicals by 2020.”
Thus, since 2012, to promote self-management by brands and retailers themselves, the
members of SAC (Sustainable Apparel Coalition) and OIA (Outdoor Industry Association),
including global important sports, fashion, and outdoor brand customers and retailers, have started
intensive dialogues with their members and their supply chains. Topics included introducing the
HIGG Index 1.0 Assessment and workshops. Specifically, the HIGG Index 1.0 Assessment is
integration from several index systems proposed by OIA (Outdoor Industry Association), NIKE
MSI (The Nike Materials Sustainability Index), and GSCP (Global Social Compliance Programme).

Frequency
converter

Energysaving
Jets

re
mp

In order to control the costs of operation and environmental impact, Everest has set four key
performance indicators (KPI): water resources, coal, electricity usage and waste output. We monitor
them weekly to enhance resource productivity and performance of sustaining environment. Besides,
since 2010, Everest has established a dedicated team to safe guard the environment, to implement
environmental accounting principles and fully disclose environmental protection information.
We classify the environmental activities into seven main categories. We add new specified codes
for capital investment and overhead expenses; the cost for pollution prevention, cost of global
environmental impact and reusing resources will be reflected in our operation cost. The average
annually environmental cost was NTD 16,735,100 in 2010; NTD 16,691,400 in 2011; and NTD
41,162,100 in 2012.

ss

or

Energy-efficient
machines
scheduling*

No air
loss trap

Leakdetecting

Replace
old facilities

*Energy-efficient machines
scheduling, i.e. high and low
pressure switch, using high
efficient facilities, and etc.

g

Everest Energy-saving Technology Platform
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4.4.2 Brand Customers Best Eco-innovative Business Partner
Because the primary and majority of our customers are also members of OIA and SAC;
hence, corresponding to the international trends and issues, Everest also actively responds to the
appeals and proposes our plans. The plans ensure Everest products and solutions/services are
concerning eco-friendly and also promising toxic-free. Such obligation is Everest’s duty to make
our customers feel at ease. The following chart could illustrate our responding actions.
Theme
bluesign® standard certificate
NIKE MSI Assessment (The Nike Materials
Sustainability Index Assessment)
HIGG Index 1.0 Assessment
PUMA Ecological Impact Survey

Everest’s Action Plans
Joined since 2007, and keep on constant screening and auditing.
To accomplish, and work on Lean Production Management
Taiwan Factory and China Factory have accomplished.
Due to Taiwan Factory has approved by governmental Green Factory
verification, and won the Silver-level in Ecological Community; hence,
based on such base, we could complete the survey.

Everest purchased chemical substances testing facility (Matrix),
Fashion Brands “Detox Manifesto” promoted
initiatively analyzes chemicals. Besides, we strengthened and enhanced
by Greenpeace International
the source management of waste-water treatment as well.
Main items are selected for Carbon Footprint Verification (PAS
Carbon Trust, products Life Cycle Assessment,
2050:2011) and GHG emission reduction and verification (ISO/CNS
and verification of products carbon footprint
14064-1:2006)

◎ About the bluesign® Standards and HIGG Index 1.0 Assessment
Since 2007, Everest has become the strategic partner of bluesign®. Taiwan factory was verified
by the five strict standards of the bluesign® system; Everest Taiwan is the first one officially received
certificates, and then the two overseas factories followed up. Currently the factories and full series products
of our three factories were approved by the bluesign® , and Everest Taiwan was the first textile company
in Asia to receive the bluesign® certificate of coating and lamination products. The bluesign® standard is
a renowned environmental certification in the world to offer an independent certification mechanism for
textile supply chain vendors. It’s a comprehensive management of environment, health and safety for textile
industry. The approval by bluesign® demonstrates that Everest has great potential for competitiveness in
the industry and its ability to implement energy saving and emission reduction programs efficiently.
In the following chart, we simply list five standards of bluesign® , and 7 assessments of HIGG Index 1.0.

5 standards of bluesign

R

1. Resource Productivity
2. Consumer Safety

7 assessments of HIGG Index1.0
1. Environmental Management System

The above two systems are not against each other, and in fact they could help each other.
And the Everest SustainAbility Model shares the similar essence and is on the same track as well.
In terms of bluesing® standard certificate, we proactively keep constant screening and renewal
of licenses annually. Regarding the HIGG Index 1.0, in March 21st of 2013, we had the first
assessment in Taiwan Factory, and scored 91. Concerning the performance, we should improve on
precisions and details, and should update the newest action plans and figures regularly. Hopefully,
we maintain and strength our sustainable capability and advance our action plans.

4.5 Resources Productivity and MIPS (Material Input of Per Unit of Service)
“...... more than 90% of the non-renewable materials used are wasted on the way to making
products available to the end-user.”
“Past economic and environmental protection policies have obviously not been able to stop this
downward trend……and the continued functioning of the lifesustaining services of nature, without
which humans cannot survive.”
                                       -Friedrich Schmidt-Bleek: Factor Ten and Resource Productivity in 7 Steps-

◎ Fulfillment of source management, and to strength the resource productivity
The concept of MIPS means that Material Input Per Unit of Service. According to the fact
based on the long-term study by Friedrich Schmidt-Bleek, the enterprises, as the major users of the
energy and resource have to take actions to respond to it.
Our concern on resource productivity was raised by President of Everest and CEO of Everest
SustianAbility Office, Mr. Roger Yeh, who was inspired by the concept of resource productivity
and Factor Four. With his determination, the ideas and methods were well implemented in ESM
and relevant projects. At the same time, he strongly recommended the MIPS to industrialists and
enterprises in domestic and international occasions.
As mentioned, MIPS is the model to work on resource management, and to avoid spending
huge money on end pipe waste treatments. Everest people are good at the source of re-thinking, redesigning the products and production processes, to study the way achieving “de-materialization”.
Through “de-materialization”, we estimate to save about 90 % consumption on raw material
and resources, equals in line with Factor Ten effect. For instance, when Everest switched off the
air conditioning system, saved around 90% energy on such usage. This is the main reason why
our first weaving plant could be awarded the diamond level within the category of old buildings
improvement of Green Factory under the Green Building verification in 2012.

2. Energy Use & Greenhouse Gas
3. Water Use

3. Air Emission

4. Waste Water/Effluent

4. Water Emission

5. Emissions to Air

5. Occupational Health and Safety

6. Waste Management
7. Hazardous Substances and Pollution Prevention
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*Annotation: The rating score of HIGG Index 1.0
Assessment is 100
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◎ Adopting 7 R disciplines to execute source management for MIPS implementation
Concerning the concept and method of “products life cycle”, Everest adopts 7 R disciplines,
including: rethink, redesign, reduce, reuse, repair, recycle, and recover (ecological recovery).
We construct the base of products and services, and focus on source management, i.e. the dematerialization. And the second focus will be the end pipe waste treatment.

4.6 Important Figures and Data Collections of Sustainabile Operation

4.6.1 Symbiosis system and core KPI of the Everest Textile Eco Industrial Park

Treatment
Management

Prevention source
Management

Pipe end processing
        • Reduce
        • Reuse
        • Repair
        • Recycle
       • Recover

Dematerialization
• Rethink
          • Redesign

7R Discipline
Rethink

Recover
Redesign

Economy
Eco Design/Blue Process/GreenProduct
Cradle to Cradle (Waste equals Food)

Reduce

Reuse

Repair

Environment
Ecology

Eco-Enterprise with Integrity,
Innovation, and Environmental
Thinking

Recycle

Society
Fairness/ Justice/ Caring
Respect Human Rights/
Happiness Enterprise

• Practice 7R Discipline everyday
• Take actions for "Energy saving, care or environment and the Earth".
• Committed to economic, environmental and social sustainability, Triple-Bottom-Line.
• Expect to be a leader of Eco-enterprise.
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Illustration by explaining the inputs and outputs such as products, waste, waste water, waste
emission, of a general textile production

According to the above illustration, Everest lists the four core KPI for improvement,
including “Carbon emission”, “chemicals”, “waste water”, and “waste” so as to evaluate our
improvement on raw materials input and production processes. Our goal is to achieve “zero waste
by 2020” in our global three factories.
Learning from the systematic thinking of Kalundborg Eco-Industrial Park in Denmark,
Everest constructs a systematic eco industrial park, to practice concept of “from cradle to
cradle” and “waste equals gold (waste equals food).” We upcycle the waste to strength resources
productivity and efficiency, to reduce the end pipe waste treatment, and to recycle waste and recover
resource. Integrating system thinking and methods by the appropriate technology, we effectively
deal with our waste and cut-off, recycle and reuse heat, and waste water treatment and recycling. It
can reduce the energy and resource waste, and cut down cost effectively.

4.6.2 Figures of Everest CSR Sustainable Operation
In this section, we use the logic of HIGG Index 1.0 to review and describe figures of
Everest CSR sustainable operation. There are 7 assessments of HIGG Index 1.0, including: 1.
Environmental Management System; 2. Energy Use & Greenhouse Gas; 3. Water Use;
4. Waste Water/ Effluent; 5. Emissions to Air; 6. Waste Management; and 7. Hazardous
Substances and Pollution Prevention.
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1. Environmental Management System

Please refer to more details in the previous sections in the 2012-2013 Report, section 2.5,
The Everest Third Certificates, and section3.4 and 3.5, Risk Management, and Environment, Health,
and Safety Policies and its Management.

2. Energy Use & Greenhouse Gas
◎ Review Energy Use
A. Taiwan Factory
(1) Energy Consumption
Year

Electricity
(1000 degree)

Coal (ton)
*Including RDF,
Firewood

Liquefied petroleum
gas (LPG) for
Whole plant

Diesel oil
(liter)

Fuel oil
(heavy oil)
(1000 liter)

152,664
152,506
158,489
165,662
155,597

23,903
37,072
40,983
39,415
34,730

664,640
601,240
602,660
718,440
704,434

81,000
94,000
115,620
121,300
121,200

5,912
1,155
513
386
307

66,816

15,525

360,480

53,700

238

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
1/1-6/30

*Annotation: The electricity consumption presented in the 2013 Report was by the sources of electricity bills

B. China Factory
Water-coal-slurry
Water-coal-slurry for Thermal
(1000 liter)
Coal Boiler
(1000 liter)

Year

Electricity
(1000 degree)

Fuel oil
(heavy oil)
(1000 liter)

2011

19,646

N/A

N/A

5,920.46

4,749.08

2012

18,392

N/A

N/A

6,183.74

4,325.44

2013
1/1-6/30

9,912

N/A

N/A

3,117.45

2,193.72

Diesel oil
(1000 liter)

C. Thailand Factory
Electricity
Coal (ton)
(1000 degree)

Year

Liquefied petroleum gas
gasoline
Diesel oil
(LPG) (KG) for kitchen
(1000 liter) (1000 liter)
and automobile

Firewood
(ton)

2011

15,805

12,423

1,320

7.85

29.5

2,972

2012

14,960

11,930

1,075

8.95

22.9

65

2013
1/1-6/30

6,577

5,976

604

2.89

11.1
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D. Taipei Office

(2) Buying Electricity (Unit: kwh)
2011

2012

2013 (Till 6/30)

Textured Yarn Dept.

76,601,588

74,513,164

31,604,008

Weaving Dept.

47,105,087

44,432,497

17,779,032

Dyeing & Finishing Dept.

22,728,206

20,097,563

8,774,945

Other Uses (Utility Dept.,
other non-manufacturing
process used, and
livelihood use, etc.)

14,407,031

13,923,682

6,531,989

The total use of
whole plant

160,841,912

152,966,906

64,689,974

2011

2012

2013 (Till 6/30)

Textured Yarn Dept.

0

0

0

Weaving Dept.

25,382

20,111

8,830

Dyeing & Finishing Dept.

170,455

135,722

58,394

Other Uses

10,524

8,416

3,628

The total use of
whole plant

206,361

164,249

70,852

(3) Steam Consumption

Year

Electricity (degree)

Total expenses (NTD)

2011

167,480

$ 698,093

2012

165,480

$ 729,984

2013/1/1-6/30

79,120

$ 339,425

◎ Green House Gas Emission
In regards to the trend and regulation of reduction on GHG emission, in the latest
government regulations of the second wave of Taiwan's major industrial carbon emissions to
upload the records and reduce the amount of carbon emission, the textile industry was on the list of
industries. Rather than voluntary reporting, textile factories are required to report GHG emissions
on compulsory basis starting year 2014. In 2011Everest joined the GHG Emission Reduction project
launched by the authority, the Industrial Bureau of Economic Affairs Ministry, verified by DNV
(Det Norske Veritas) and received ISO 14064-1:2006 certificate. During the period from 2011 to
2015, we expect to reduce 2% CO2e per year, approximately reducing 3, 992 tones CO2e. In order
to provide customers added-value for their brands and find out the hotspots for improvement, in this
year 2013 Taiwan Factory has worked on products carbon footprint verification PAS 2050: 2011,
and GHG emission monitoring and reduction, the ISO/CNS 14064-1:2006, verified by BSI (British
Standards Institution). The content will be illustrated in chapter of Economic Aspect. The relevant
certificates and verifications will be received and uploaded on Everest official website,
www.everest.com.tw.
The following we reviewed the GHG emission of Everest three global factories (including
Taipei Office):

* Annotation: The heat source provided by coal-fired boilers inside the factory
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions:
Factory
Location
Taipei
Office
Taiwan
Factory
China
Factory
Thailand
Factory

   C. Thailand Factory

2010

0.00

0.0%

Indirect
Emission
Scope 2
(t CO2e)
111.83

2011

0.00

0.0%

102.50

100.0%

102.50

2012

0.00

0.0%

88.04

100.0%

88.04

2010

121024.05

54.6%

100798.93

45.4%

221822.98

2011

89490.49

46.9%

101385.39

53.1%

190875.88

2012

92762.07

52.8%

82777.50

47.2%

175539.57

2010

25277.32

65.0%

13637.47

35.0%

38914.79

2011

7152.26

37.3%

12023.37

62.7%

19175.63

2012

6432.70

39.7%

9784.54

60.3%

16217.24

2010

35435.05

77.4%

10346.78

22.6%

45781.832

2011

33659.34

77.7%

9672.66

22.3%

43332.00

30616.29

79.4%

7958.72

20.6%

38575.01

Scope 1
Proportion of
Direct Emission
total emissions
(t CO2e)

Year

Indirect
Emission
Scope 2
(t CO2e)
100.0%

Total
(t CO2e)
111.83

Year

Tap Water
(1000m3)

2011

N/A

574.9

N/A

574.9

2012

N/A

506.5

N/A

506.5

2013
1/1-6/30

N/A

272.3

N/A

272.3

Year

Tap Water
(1000m3)

Others (Recycled
Ground Water
wastewater
(1000m3)
from weaving)
(1000m3)

Subtotal
(1000m3)

2011

165,952

2,201,822

305,050

2,672,824

2012

154,059

1,781,795

337,068

2,272,922

2013
1/1-6/30

74,914

791,818

159,298

1,026,030

Receiving
water body

Yanshuei River

   B. China Factory
Year

Tap Water
(1000m3)

Others (Recycled
Ground Water
wastewater
(1000m3)
from weaving)
(1000m3)

Subtotal
(1000m3)

2011

730.63

N/A

362.014

1,092.644

2012

598.73

N/A

354.228

952.958

2013
1/1-6/30

368.11

N/A

221.997

590.107

Receiving
water body

*

*Annotation: Since regulations announced in year 2013, wastewater treatment reduced COD ≤ 200mg / L, direct sewer
                      discharge to the sewage treatment plant operated by the city government to do the final processing,  the
                       processed directly into the sea.
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Receiving
water body

Mekong River

Chemical oxygen demand (COD): It reflects the degree of water pollution from redox
substances. It is regarded as one of the comprehensive indicators for measuring relative content
of organic substance. Higher COD value means more serious pollution. Concerning introduction
and practice of Everest Waste Water Treatment please refer to 2010 and 2011 Everest Textile
SustainAblility Reports.
A. Taiwan Factory
Waste Water
Discharged Average COD Concentration
COD Concentration Standard (mg/L)
(mg/L)
113

Year

Discharged
Water (ton)

Recycled
Water (ton)

2008

2,408,250

280,771

2009

2,446,060

274,684

103

2010

2,515,751

322,233

102

2011

2,112,309

305,050

101

2012

1,887,501

337,068

96

2013
1/1-6/30

869,565

159,298

87

◎ Water Consumption Analysis
A. Taiwan Factory

Subtotal
(1000m3)

4. Waste Water/ Effluent Management

*Annotation: The above data should be uploaded annually

3. Water Resource Management

Others (Recycled
Ground Water
wastewater
(1000m3)
from weaving)
(1000m3)

Below 160

   B. China Factory
Waste Water
Discharged Average COD Concentration
COD Concentration Standard (mg/L)
(mg/L)
82
Below 100
78

Year

Discharged
Water (ton)

Recycled
Water (ton)

2008

769,071

516,394

2009

782,816

305,566

2010

764,694

367,451

386

2011

621,035

362,014

230

2012

508,921

354,228

152

2013
1/1-6/30

312,894

221,997

178

Below 500
(*1)
Below 200
(*2 and *3)

*Annotation 1: In April 2010, Everest China factory obeyed the “Shanghai City Wastewater Management Regulation” and “Civil Drainage Management
                         Standard”. The waste water produced in Everest China Factory was completely treated inside the Everest and then discharged to the deep
                         sea directly. Right now due to the  new law, the wastewater should be treated through initial treatment in Everest China factory, and then
                         discharged into the municipal wastewater treatment center. Therefore, the value of COD increased form 100mg/l to 500mg/l, and the cost
of drainage increased from 0.45 RMB dollar/per ton to 1.6 RMB dollar/per ton.
*Annotation 2: Since regulations announced in year 2013, wastewater treatment reduced COD ≤ 200mg / L, direct sewer discharge to the sewage treatment
                         plant operated by the city government to do the final processing, the processed directly into the sea.
*Annotation 3: The COD standard of waste water discharged should be under 500mg/L. Later the new regulations announced in year 2013, wastewater
                         treatment reduced COD ≤ 200mg / L, direct sewer discharge to the sewage treatment plant operated by the city government. The formulation
                         of waste water treatment cost, is: the buying water quantity (T) x 85%x 1.6 RMB/T.
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   B. China Factory
Waste Water
Discharged Average COD Concentration
COD Concentration Standard (mg/L)
(mg/L)
290

Year

Discharged
Water (ton)

Recycled
Water (ton)

2008

769,071

516,394

2009

782,816

305,566

299

2010

764,694

367,451

208

2011

322,036

182,162

197*

2012

326,301

300,232

191

2013
1/1-6/30

168,147

137,421

156

Below 400

6. Waste Management

◎ Upcycle (Upward circulation and reuse) : The waste management and resource reused

In order to achieve our goal “zero waste by 2020”, we apply 7R disciplines to categorize
waste, to reduce, and to upcycle. Since 2013, the promotion on plastic bags recycled and reused by
outside treatment plant has proven to achieve considerable effect. From source management, we could
achieve the goal of zero waste discharge, and at the same time, to meet the effects of cost down, and
energy-saving and waste-reduction. The concepts we applied are “from cradle to cradle” and “waste
equals food” to reuse the waste; so far, we have outstanding performance 92.9% waste recycled and
reused, as the benchmark in the industry. The following list of performance of Taiwan Factory:

*Annotation: Everest Thailand factory not only complies with the Thailand COD standard (below 400mg/L), but also
                      reduces the COD below 200 in 2012 to meet NIKE’s request.

◎ Annual Water-to-Cloth Ratio (T/T) of Taiwan Dyeing Factory
Annual “water-to-cloth ratio” (the tons of water required for producing one ton of fabric,
abbreviated as T/T) (unit: ton)

Taiwan (Dyeing & Finishing Factory)
Annual “Water-to-Cloth Ratio” (T/T)
300

◎ Waste produced and treatments in Taiwan Factory:
The
porportion
of all
waste

Year
2012

The
proportion
of all
waste

ton

172.08

2.2%

168.86

2.1%

ton

393.84

5.1%

463.26

5.9%

ton

3817.30

49.3%

3860.70

49.0%

ton

1851.80

Bottom ashes ton

135.38

1.7%

155.13

2.0%

Waste Item

186

200

121

150

123

120

97

96

100

General
waste
Waste yarn
and Fabrics
83.5%
wet sludge
After drying
sludge

87

50
0

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

(1/11-6/30)

5. Emissions to Air

◎ Emission to Air : Taiwan Factory
Emission

2011(ton)

particulate matter

169.851

Proportion of
Emission
56.0%

192.064

Proportion of
Emission
64.3%

Sox

71.047

23.4%

59.298

19.8%

Nox

48.52

16.0%

40.843

13.7%

Vocs

13.814

4.6%

6.719

2.2%

Total

303.232

100.0 %

298.924

100.0 %

2012 (ton)

* Annotation: The above data report shall be presented with the regulations of Tainan City   Environmental Protection
                       Agency, EPA, and with checks. (Biennial)
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Unit

Year
2011

258

250

T/T

The waste and resource recycling section
labeled in three languages, Chinese,
English and Thai.

2239.18

Fly ashes

ton

29.44

0.4%

112.14

1.4%

Slag

ton

234.32

3.0%

295.30

3.7%

Coal ashes

ton

435.33

5.6%

989.78

12.6%

Cinders

ton

2435.32

31.4%

1750.00

22.2%

94.21

1.2%

82.15

1.0%

7747.22

100.0%

7877.32

Waste plastic
ton
bucket
Total

Use or processing
Self-combustion - heat recovery
- after drying sludge
Self-combustion - heat recovery
- after drying sludge
Self-combustion - heat recovery
- after drying sludge
Self-dried sludge as the boiler
auxiliary fuel
Commissioned removal - buried
- Okura landfill
Commissioned removal - buried
- Okura landfill
Commissioned removal - buried
- Okura landfill
Commissioned removal - Reuse
- Hong Quan concrete plant
Self-made Eco-bricks Eco-bricks for sale
Commissioned removal Wash - Reuse - Jiu Jiu feng

Way

Reuse
Reuse
Reuse
Reuse
Buried
Buried
Buried
Reuse
Reuse
Reuse

100.0%

Reuse

%

94.8%

92.9%

Buried

%

5.2%

7.1%
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Waste treatments and cost-saving effect in Taiwan Factory:
Waste Item

General waste
Waste yarn
and Fabrics

Year 2011
The removal
Weight
of the cost
(ton)
savings
(NTD)
172

475,285

394

1,087,786

◎ Investment on facilities

Year 2012
The removal
Weight
of the cost
(ton)
savings
(NTD)
169

463

Re-use patterns

466,391

Self-combusted to generate
heat for drying wet
sludge recycling

1,279,524

Self-combusted to generate
heat for drying wet
sludge recycling

83.5%
wet sludge

3,817

20,993,500

3,860

21,230,000

Self-combustion to handle
the heat generated by the wet
sludge drying after as the
boiler auxiliary fuel

Cinders

943

943,000

1,750

1,750,000

Self-made Eco-bricks

Total

5,326

23,499,571

6242

24,725,915

Recycling effect and income from waste in Taiwan Factory:
Waste Item
Eco-Bricks

Year 2011
The amount of
Weight
revenue
(ton)
(NTD)
3,340,000

Year 2012
The amount of
Weight
revenue
(ton)
(NTD)
3,900,000

Re-use patterns
Eco-bricks for sale

The End of  
Spare Yarn

370

647,417

448

7,133,640

Drawn into bundles own
processing yarn, rope factory
sold as a raw material

Tailings
recycle

2,720

8,701,110

2,908

9,084,224

Sold to recyclers and
reuse of resources

Total

3,090

12,688,527

3,356

20,117,864

7. Hazardous Substances and Pollution Prevention
Coating/ Lamination Process and Products approved by bluesign®
塗佈貼合製程與產品通過bluesign 認證
DMF Recovering System
→ Performance: 90 % Recycled and Reused
DMF回收系統→成效:回收達90%

Concerning Chemical Management & Reduction, we invested on recovering system and
distillation system. Combining with gas collecting system, we can really minimize DMF pollution
from the manufacturing process. Totally we invested around 1.1 million US dollars. We have 90%
DMF reuse.
◎ Source Management
Concerning the chemicals management, we have an inter sectors task force, the key
members including staff from production units, R&D and purchase departments to discuss practical
solutions together. Through the collective purchasing policy of our global three factories (Taiwan,
China, and Thailand) on dyes and additives, we offer better choice for small quantity test, reducing
the complexity as well as the numbers of dyes and auxiliaries. Besides, with such management, we
integrate inventory items and reduce complexity. It helps us to have more centralized management
of suppliers, have more room in negotiation, and we can ensure that the source and quality of
chemicals.
In the advanced ESM improvement plans, the dyeing factories gradually use the dyeing
machines with the function of energy-saving, water-saving, and dyes & auxiliaries-saving. It can
help to enhance the resource productivity and to practice Lean Production management. Although
we see the actual effect of reducing resource consumptions, this is a truly constant effort on our end.
With the inter sectors task force of water management, the water balance working group, integrating
staff from R&D department- each department all committing to establish source management and
monitoring mechanism. At the same time, to achieve ecological and economic benefits, Everest also
uses the bio auxiliaries to make self-degradation to increase the efficiency of COD. The apparent
result we obtained thus far is a good proof of bio treatment high efficiency and COD reduction.
◎ Implementation on Occupational Safety Management
Because we have diversified employees of native, Filipino and Thai, we have dangerous
toxic substances notices in three languages, to effectively communicate on-site toxic substances
control, source management, occupational safety training, and protective maneuvers. Besides,
through integrated purchases of bluesign® certified dyestaff, auxiliary and chemicals, we not only
reduce costs, but also enhance the production of products that assure consumer safety and health.

R

Chemicals Management: Hazard Notice
Invest USD$1.1 million
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Dyeing and finishing plant dyestaff chamber

DMF Distillation System
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< A remarkable case study of ESM >
Wastewater Treatment Improved and Advanced Project
In order to break the bottleneck of wastewater treatment (please refer to year 2011 Everest
Sustainability Report), in the Re-ESM action plans, we added the Water issue as the topic for
continuous improvement. More details as following:
• The reasons for starting the project:
As the needs of performance in textile products gradually increased, the requirements on
dyestaff and auxiliaries are also advancing day by day. We recognize the increase of awareness on
environmental protection and sustainable resources, and we continue to promote the efficiency of
water resources and sustainability of all human beings. To reduce the impact on the environment,
we must improve efficiency of raw materials and reduce emissions of pollutants. We need the best
available techniques to save energy and reduce pollution and carbon emission. To archive the goal,
we use 7R Discipline as the core idea: Rethink, Redesign, Reduce, Reuse, Repair, Recycle, and
Recovery. With such core principles, we will be able to reach the balance of economic, social and
environmental development.
• Our Goal: To improve the performance of biological treatment, implement wastewater treatment
   with biological systems and to achieve zero chemical treatment.
• Methods:
I. Management at the source of emission
1. Reduce inorganic substances: We have build sedimentation and filtration tanks at discharge
ends of the Dowtherm/Steam boiler to reduce inorganic substances. By reducing the inorganic
discharges into wastewater treatment plant, we can control the impact of the inorganic to biotreatment system. It also improves the efficiency of activated sludge. Results are as follows:
■ Dowtherm / Steam Boilers: It can reduce about 60% of suspended solids (SS) emissions,

              and wastewater Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) can also reduce approximately 30%.
■ Incinerator: It can reduce around 59% of suspended solids in water; chemical oxygen

              demand can be reduced by approximately 45%.
2. Wastewater treatment classified by process (store up the slurry wastewater by setting specific
pipeline): The wastewater is separated by slurry used in fabric, and by using specific machine for
desizing, wastewater can be guided to the appropriate treatment system (acrylic slurry wastewater
treated with chemical systems; PVA slurry proceeds to the anaerobic treatment systems)

The Efficiency of Bio-decomposition and Pollution COD
Chemicals name

Pollution COD (mg/L) Efficiency of Bio-decomposition (%)

  Peroxide Stabilizer Agent (Now)

424,000 mg/L

77%

  Peroxide Stabilizer Agent (Replace)

103,500 mg/L

88%

Scouring Agent (Now)

2,632,000 mg/L

81%

Scouring Agent (Replace)

2,008,000 mg/L

85%

  Machine Clearing Agent (Now)

866,000 mg/L

83%

  Machine Clearing Agent (Replace)

220,500 mg/L

78%

  Sequestrant & Dispersing Agent (Now)

283,500 mg/L

10%

  Sequestrant & Dispersing Agent (Replace)

265,500 mg/L

10%

  Lubricant & Softener Agent (Now)

652,500 mg/L

90%

  Lubricant & Softener Agent (Replace)

554,500 mg/L

87%

4. Field process investigation: By using the online system (Enterprise Resource Planning system,
    ERP system), we can check the Dyeing & Finishing product structure and manufacturing process.
    Then find out the characteristic of the wastewaters to adjust the bio-treatment system in wastewater
treatment plant.
5. Point source discharge monitoring: To maintain the efficiency of the heat exchangers, we monitor
    various wastewater temperature and control operating condition of the exchangers. We also use
    infrared spectroscopy (IR) to observe the structural changes in a variety of organic wastewater.
    Simultaneously, we patrol the Dyeing & Finishing machines and related wastewater treatment
    machines for operating conditions. Thus we can quickly deal with the problem of chemical or
    wastewater leaks, reduce waste of auxiliaries and reduce the process load.

3. Replaced and improved dyeing auxiliaries: In order to reduce pollutant concentrations and
improve the activated sludge performance in biological treatment system, we look for the auxiliaries
   that are environmentally friendly and do not affect the quality of products. We evaluated the
pollutant concentrations and bio-decomposition efficiency of current auxiliaries. The results
included in the evaluation indicators of auxiliaries replacing. The following table is the test result
for the future auxiliaries replacement.
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II. Improve the operating conditions of wastewater treatment
1. Aeration equipment performance increased: To avoid activated sludge becoming compression
     settling, which will cause aerobic treatment system anaerobic, we clean the submersible aerators
     regularly and replace the old one if we have to. Besides, we also maintain the blower and fine     bubble tube conditionally, so we can keep the dissolved oxygen content and oxygen transfer at
     high efficiency.

2. Bio-diversity: We add bio-enzymes to modify microflora and enhance microbial metabolic effects.
     Thereby the bio-treatment performance could be increased.
Affect of nutrient source
Before adding bio-enzymes

Description
Luxuriant growth of filamentous
bacteria. Because of inadequate
nutrient source, excessive
secretion of extracellular
substances. Because there is no
sedimentation, total bacterial
count decreased.

• Submersible aerators

Addition
After adding bio-enzymes

Increase biodiversity of
Microorganism. Reduce the
number of filamentous bacteria.
The number of total bacterial
count is increased, Vorticella sp
start growing, with increasing
activities. It show biota is
changing.

*Annotation: The oxygen transfer of bio-treatment system is maintained by adding and replacing submersible
                    aerators, which can avoid activated sludge becoming compression settling. Compression
                      settling will cause oxygen deficiency affecting biodegradation efficiency.

• Fine Bubble Membrane Tube Diffuser

Replacement

3. Changes in operation process: By lowering inlet concentration, using low concentration wastewater
     to dilute high concentration wastewater, and shutting down minor device to lower the power
     consumption, we can control the Mixed Liquor Suspended Solids (MLSS) in the aeration tanks
as well as Food to Microorganism ratio (F/M ratio). All of these lead to biodegradation improvements.

Equalization
tank

*Annotation: The aeration may be uneven due to damaged fine-bubble tube. So by replacing them we
can ensure that the system has enough dissolved oxygen content.

Chemical coagulation
and Flotation

Diversion

Deep
aeration

Diversion

Sludge dewatering

Equalization
tank

Activation
sludge tank

Sedimentation
tank

Chemical coagulation
and Flotation

*Annotation: The wastewater after chemical treatment and sludge dewatering machine water both discharge
                     into the First Equalization Tank. Not only they can reduce the COD concentration and the
                      processing load of the tanks, but also can shutdown the deep aeration tank which requires high
                      power consumption. Thus we reduce energy costs.
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4. Detection reagents cost: We developed our own rapid detection COD reagent,  therefore the cost
    of detection will be cheaper. Comparison is done in the following chart.
HACH 1500 mg/L

EVEREST 1500 mg/L

Mode

Spectrophotometer

Spectrophotometer

Cost

Each NT 48

Each NT 8

The use of number
Calculation of cost
Cost down

About 70 tube per day
3,360 NT/Day
100,800 NT/Month
1,226,400 NT/Year

560 NT/Day
16,800 NT/Month
204,400 NT/Year

2. Application of Eco-technology: In response to the wastewater arising from ever-changing product,
    we keep researching new wastewater treatment technology to facilitate future applications, and
    promote environmental sustainability, hoping to create a non-toxic homeland.
(1) Bio-flocculant: We use screening-bacteria techniques, to screen out the bacteria with highly
      secreted biopolymer from sludge. Then purify and culture this kind of bacteria, and apply them
      in the waste water treatment. The techniques could cut down the chemical cost effectively, and
      reduce the chemical substances into the nature.

2,800 NT/Day, 84,000 NT/Month, 1,022,000 NT/Year

5. Improvement of Power: Project consultants of RESET Carbon Limited in Hong Kong recommended
    that Everest shall install the frequency converter and add the gravity flow pipe to the bio-treatment
    tank. By using gravity, we can guide the wastewater to the bio-treatment tank without pumping
    motors. So the power consumption in effluent treatment can be reduced.

cultivate

Sieve bactaria

A

Gravity Flow Pipe Installation

*Annotation: We installed the gravity flow pipe
  between the equalization tank and activated
  sludge tank. Therefore the wastewater would
  flow to activation sludge tank by gravity.

Bio-flocculant

B

C

Frequency Converter Installation

*Annotation: On pump motors and blowers, we
  added frequency converter to adjust the
  operating frequency Thus shall lower the power
consumption.

III. Green technology innovation and development
1. Water resources recycling: Since the dye characteristics are specific, we recycle the nylon dye
    wastewater and reuse it in polyester dyeing process. It effectively improves the efficiency of
    water use, which meets the good of ESM.

A.Blank (Did not add any flocculant)
B.Chemical flocculant
C.Bio-flocculant
*Annotation: The effect is the same with biological flocculant and chemical flocculant. They can
remove suspended particles fast. Thus it reduces the flocculant agent consumption.

(2) Wetlands: This artificial wetland is simulating natural wetland, and treating the wastewater
      by physical and biological effects. It reduces energy and clarify agent in wastewater treatment.
• Result: The biodegradation efficiency of bio treatment system in wastewater plant increased
             from 72 % to 83 %. The chemicals consumption was reduced down from NTD
             3.64/ton to NT1.88/ton, and the cost decreased from NTD 18,000/day to NTD
             11,000/day. And taking the long term view, the cost from January 2012 to June
2013 dropped from NTD 550,000 to NTD 250,000.

Storage tank of wastewater for Nylon
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Transportation equipment of
wastewater for Nylon
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Dyes test

Wastewater
of dyeing

*Annotation: When the biological efficiency is 72-76%, the chemical treatment costs is NTD 3.64/ton, when
the biological efficiency is 81-83%, the chemical treatment costs is NTD 1.88/ton, the reduction
ratio of chemical costs is 48%. We will improve the efficiency of biological treatment continuously.

*Annotation: From January 2012 to June 2013, the average amount of wastewater is 150,000 tons/month
and the chemical costs per month reduced from NTD 550,000 to NTD 250,000.

The direction of future:
I. Recycling the effluent water
1. The future target: In order to effectively improve the efficiency of water use, we are committed
    to saving water resource and reducing the cost of energy consumption. It can reduce cost of
    production. In response to the possibility of water scarcity and electricity prices rising, our goal   
    of the ESM is to recycle water resources for sustainability and we aim the water recovery rate at
    50% in the future.
2. Practices of development: We reused the effluent water from bio-treatment and chemical treatment,
    and testing the water after filtration. We tested Nylon dyeing processes (dyeing, soaping and color
    fixing) and Polyester dyeing processes (dyeing and reduction) respectively. And we conducted a
    feasibility assessment of strength, ΔE and fastness. The overall process flow is shown below.
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Activation
sludge tank

Equalization
tank

Sedimentation
tank

Dyes test

Chemical
coagulation
and Flotation

Effluent
water tank

3. Preliminary test results:
1 In laboratory, Polyester, Nylon dyeing, dark color series strength and ΔE (Delta-E),
        are in line with standards.
2 Light color series is somewhat lower than the standards (such as blue, yellow, green,
        light orange, etc.).
3 Fastness results are all up to standard.
4 The quality is better when soft water mix with effluent; the dark color series (black,
navy blue or green) are more appropriate.
5 After reusing the conductivity increases, the COD is not materially different. So it
does not affect biodegradation efficiency.
Source of
wastewater

Items of test
Dyed fabrics

Results of experimental
Dyed color

Strength and ΔE

Light
colors

Deep
colors

Light
colors

Fasteness

Biological
efficiency

Nylon

Polyester

Deep
colors

Biotreatment
Water

✓

✓

✓

✓

Data
High

Data
High

OK

No effect

Biotreatment
Water +
Soft water

✓

✓

✓

✓

OK

Data
High

OK

No effect

Effluent
Water

✓

✓

✓

✓

OK

Data
High

OK

No effect

Effluent
Water
+ Soft water

✓

✓

✓

✓

OK

Data
High

OK

No effect

II. Treatment technology of wastewater
1.   Biological activated carbon: Activated carbon has a large specific surface area and adsorption
      capacity. Microorganism can be attached to the granular activated carbon, continuously breaking
down and adhering to organic matter at the same time and extend the processing time of microorganism.
2.   Filtration system with Fibers: mproved the shortcomings of sand filtration system (high backwash
      water volume, high frequency of cleaning, required replacement filter, iron and manganese not
      removed). It can adjust the density of fiber to treatment different wastewater.
3.   New clarify agents of water treatment: We tested different water treatment agents (Chitin, Organic
coagulant, Ferric sulfate, Polymeric iron) of the wastewater in Everest to evaluate the effectiveness
of water treatment.
4.   Membrane Bio-Reactor (MBR): Use the membrane and highly concentrated  biological sludge to
      treat the organic wastewater. It decomposes the recalcitrant organics eeffectively.
5.   Advanced oxidation process: Oxidant can oxidize recalcitrant organics, break the chemical bonds
      of molecules and improve the efficiency of aerobic activated sludge tank.
6.   Biological enzymes: Strengthen the biological decomposition according to the bacterial and
contaminants in wastewater.
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5.2 Product Features

5.0 Economic Aspect
5.1 Everest in Changing
In 2013, based on technology platform, Everest not only enhanced functionality of fabrics,
but integrated pandemic fashion element, created F2 ( Fashion x Function = Fusion = F2 ) integration
of innovation concepts. Everest together with Taiwan Textile Federation held a three-day seminar
and new product announcement in Taiwan Textile Federation Building on May 21th through 23th,
and planned showcases in exhibition site with 4 themes, including 「Fashion Sports」, 「Life
Style」, 「Urban Outdoor」and 「Fashion City」, to show Everest’s latest 10 series of fabrics, for
example, Ever YNY Tech with windproof and
breathable fabrics, and memory pattern fabrics
with lightweight and easy arrangement which
is suitable for travelling. At the same time,
our staff took on the model stage and wearing
private brand clothes and walking down the
catwalk. This was「EverSmile」made by 10
highlighted series of fabrics. On May 21th,
Everest cooperated with 3M Taiwan to launch
C4 environmental water repellence products.
Everest hoped that through such cooperated
development and seminar, we can make Mr. Double Yeh Liu, General Director of Scotchgard Protective
contribution to Taiwan's textile industry cluster Material Safety and Graphics Business Group, 3M-Taiwan, took
photo with Mr. Roger Yeh, President of Everest Textile
and enhance the cohesion and cooperation.

Our world-renowned brands customers have rising demands for innovative products with
fashion senses. They have high expectation for us to combine the transformation of both function
and fashion. Everest maintained its managerial philosophy "Customer-oriented thinking”, and
is committed to innovative R & D, and create new value for customers. With the basis of the
production technology of mature and high performance products, business strengths in the outdoor
leisure apparel market, as well as R & D and manufacturing of fashion fabrics, we put good use of
"multi-level processing" technology, and developed "integrated products". We integrated multiple
elements (software, hardware and services), customer interaction points and techniques, to meet the
market demands and changes, and provide customers with product-based eco-innovative solution.
◎ Innovative sustainable solutions
For products development, we have a self-developed technology and abilities, and mastery
of critical formulations and raw materials, and we complement our core strengths with green 7R
disciplines: rethink, redesign, reduce, reuse, repair, recycle, and recovery.
With the principle of conquering the complexity, Everest focuses on our core strengths in
the market and develops new products by the principle of "modular design" and "rapid production".
We also continue our commitment to the development of ecological processes and green products,
and aim to become the leading high-tech eco-texile experts. We not only paid attention to raw
materials procurement, also used "Moderate Technology" to develop non-toxic production and
ecological processes, committed to the process of energy minimization and pollution reduction, and
let consumers to have both affordable consumption and environmental protection by buying highquality fabrics.
Program

The participants of 2013 Everest new product announcement and seminar:

Date

Enrollment

Actual
arrivals

Spot
Enrollment

Participants

Registration rate
(exclude spot
enrollment))

Attendance rate
(include spot
enrollment)
Eco-friendly Process

5/21

309

252

33

285

81.6%

83.3%

5/22

295

218

60

278

73.9%

78.3%

5/23

226

146

52

198

64.6%

71.2%

Total
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Participants: 761

Features: the concept
of simplificative
process, lowcarbon and reduce
environmental impact.

Name

Feature

Water-based PU
membrane process

Water-based PU system processes replace the
traditional solvent-based processes; reduce
environmental pollution (to reduce the harmful
substances VOC 80%).

Solvent-free moisture
curing PU, Hot-melt
adhesive (PUR)

Use Solvent-free moisture curing PU Hot-melt
adhesive instead of the traditional solvent-based hotmelt adhesive, and directly reacts with moisture in
the air.  It does not require extra energy to maturating,
and effectively reduce toxic emissions and the
environment pollution.

3 in 1 lamination
technique  (3 in 1)

Coated and lamination "one process technology",
replacing the traditional three processes (coated, paper
release, spots laminated), “the greatly simplifies the
process "reduce energy consumption and the impact
of the environment.
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◎ The features of the innovatively sustainable products
Recycling (Features: Waste recycling)

1. Everest value system of innovative product

1. Recycled Polyester form PET Bottle (Bottle to Fiber)
•  Utilize PET chips from 100% recycled PET bottles and make PET chips into various kind of  
    recycled yam , and then texturized by different processing method.
2. Recycled Nylon
•  Collect waste nylon yarn and re-spinning for reuse.
3. Recycled Polyester from Waste Yarn and Fabrics (Fabric to Fabric)
•  Use waste fabric and waste yarn to make chips and make them into various recycled yarn via
spinning and false twisting processes.
Natural materials (Features: bio-degradable)
4. Organic Cotton
•  Use eco-friendly organic cotton planted by organic cultivation. It reduces the damages caused by
    pesticides and chemical fertilizers to human being and environment.
5. Tencel
•  Utilizing natural material from the sustainable forest and ecological yam spinning process, the
    fabric offers natural and dry touch with excellent dyeing effect.
6. Ever Bio-PU Membrane
•  Everest collaborated with DuPont import “biological monomers” to produce PU membrane. And
    the Bio-PU membrane contains 25%~28% renewable sourced polyols content by weight. It has
low environmental footprint, and does not sacrifice performance. In addition, it is one of
    “United States Department of agriculture USDA certify biobased products” and meets “the
    award standards of the Japan BioPlastics Association JBPA. ”

2. Everest eco-innovation model

Eco-friendly (Features: Lightweight and no hazardous chemicals, complying with the concept
of sustainability.)
7. Fluorine-free water repellent agent (Fluorine-free)
•  Everest is the first company using eco-friendly Fluorine-free water repellent agent. It reduces
    the likelihood of jeopardizing human being, compared to the traditional C8 agent that has long      
    half life period.
8. Extreme Lightweight Fabric (Ever Ultra Light Weight)
•  Everest adopts lightweight design based on the concept of "Less is more." It effectively reduces
    the consumption on energy and water during the production. We use less material to make
    more clothing and reduce carbon foot print. This complies with the concept of sustainability.
9. Bio-based Fiber (Ever NANE)
•  The fiber is made from green MEG (Bio-based monoethylene glycol) extracted from corn stem,
    that Bio-based Fiber replaces the glycol extracted from fossil fuels. It greatly reduces the
    dependence of polyester on petrochemical products.  The fabric has much lower static, softer
    touch and more vivid color than normal polyester.

5.3 Development Strategy of Everest New Products
We continue the result of 2013 Everest Show, combined with participation in global textile
exhibitions and frequent customer visits, we are making shifts to a consultant- textile manufacturing
service, to meet the market expectations and help customers transform themselves.
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3. Strategic action programmes
(1) Expansion in emerging markets
(2) Expansion in non-clothing market
(3) Industry Alliance, to provide value-added innovative products
(4) Low carbon raw material: low carbon renewable raw materials, bio-based raw materials
(5) Decreased the usage of auxiliaries in dyeing and finishing plant
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(6) Introduce product Life Cycle Inventory (LCI), looking for a low-carbon raw materials
and improve the hotspot
(7) Environmental C4 water repellent
(8) Improve reuse rate of wastewater
(9) Improve the efficiency of wetland COD removal

5.4 Carbon Footprint Certificates for Value-Added Branding

According to the above strategies and action plans, we’ve established the carbon footprint
database of Everest products Life Cycle Analysis/Assessment (LCA). Through LCA thinking
and methods, we understood our products’ carbon footprint and the hotspots for energy-saving
and carbon reduction improvement; and this can further reduce carbon emission and achieve lean
production and reduce cost. This could be the innovative base of innovation-sustainability products
and blue production, and can control energy consumption and production cost. During February to
August 2012, we initiated a cooperation project with Reset Carbon Limited based in Hong Kong.
We basically established Everest products carbon footprint database and the energy management
model covering factory and production management.
In year 2013, we started working on the third party verifications. Originated from a project
cooperated with Industrial Bureau of Ministry of Economic Affairs of Taiwan Government, we start
working with Industry Sustainable Development of National Cheng Kung University (ISDCK),
to create inventory on carbon footprint of products and monitoring of GHG emission. There are a
total of 21 main items selected for verification of PAS 2050: 2011, and for verification of ISO/CNS
14064-1: 2006. We expect the project to provide added-value for our brand customers, and obtain
consumer recognition . The verification will be conducted by BSI, the British Standards Institutions.
The first time verification was done on August 8-9th ; and the second time mill tour and verification
completed on August 28th. The products listed below are selected mainly the key items of our
customers ordered.
The list of products life cycle GHG emissions for Everest in 2013
No.
1
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Content
Padding process for Polyester
woven fabrics

Function

No.

2

Wet coating process for Polyester
woven fabrics

Waterproof and vapor
permeability, windproof

Raincoat, trench coat, sports jacket,
fashion, anorak

3

Dry coating process for Polyester
woven fabrics

Waterproof and vapor
permeability, windproof

Raincoat, trench coat, sports jacket,
fashion, anorak

4

Waterproof and vapor
Doam coating process for Polyester
permeability, windproof,
woven fabrics (3in1)
breathable

Raincoat, trench coat, sports jacket,
fashion, anorak

5

Printing process for Polyester
woven fabrics

Umbrella, outer fabrics, sports,
beach shorts, fashion

6

Waterproof and vapor
2.5 layers printing & laminating
permeability, windproof,
process for Polyester woven fabrics
keep warm, printing

Raincoat, trench coat, sports jacket,
fashion, anorak

7

3 layers laminating process for
Polyester woven fabrics

Waterproof and vapor
permeability, windproof,
keep warm

Raincoat, trench coat, sports jacket,
fashion, anorak

Content

Function

Application

8

Padding process for Polyester &
Spandex blending woven fabrics

Stretch, Functional agents
Inner fabrics, outer fabrics
padding

9

Padding process for Polyester
yarn-dyeing woven fabrics

Yarn-dyeing, Functional
agents padding

10

Padding process for Nylon woven
fabrics

Functional agents padding Inner fabrics, outer fabrics

11

Wet coating process for Nylon
woven fabrics

Waterproof and vapor
permeability, windproof

Raincoat, trench coat, sports jacket,
fashion, anorak

12

Dry coating process for Nylon
woven fabrics

Waterproof and vapor
permeability, windproof

Raincoat, trench coat, sports jacket,
fashion, anorak

13

Full laminating process for Polyester Waterproof and vapor
woven fabrics
permeability, breathable

Raincoat, trench coat, sports jacket,
fashion, anorak

14

2 layers full laminating process for
Polyester woven fabrics

Waterproof and vapor
permeability, windproof

Raincoat, trench coat, sports jacket,
fashion, anorak

15

Waterproof and vapor
2.5 layers printing & laminating
permeability, windproof,
process for Polyester woven fabrics
keep warm, printing

Raincoat, trench coat, sports jacket,
fashion, anorak

16

3 layers full laminating process for
Polyester woven fabrics

Waterproof and vapor
permeability, windproof,
keep warm

Raincoat, trench coat, sports jacket,
fashion, anorak

17

Padding process for Nylon &
Spandex blending woven fabrics

Stretch, Functional agents
Inner fabrics, outer fabrics
padding

18

Padding process for Nylon yarndyeing woven fabrics

Yarn-dyeing, Functional
agents padding

Inner fabrics, outer fabrics

19

Padding process for Cotton yarndyeing woven fabrics

Yarn-dyeing, Functional
agents padding

Inner fabrics, outer fabrics

20

Padding process for Cotton woven
fabrics

Functional agents padding Inner fabrics, outer fabrics

21

Laminating process for Polyester
Waterproof and vapor
& Nylon blending woven fabrics(3 permeability, windproof,
layers laminating & water repellent) keep warm

Application

Functional agents padding Inner fabrics, outer fabrics

Printing

The list of products life cycle GHG emissions for Everest in 2013

Inner fabrics, outer fabrics

Raincoat, trench coat, sports jacket,
fashion, anorak

*Annotation 1: For more details, please contact chiajun.wu@everest.com.tw, Dr. Wu.
*Annotation 2: The relevant certificates and verifications will be uploaded on Everest official website, www.everest.com.tw.

Verification meetings and mill tour by BSI, ISDCK, and Everest Team
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5.5 International Exhibitions: More Frequent and Direct Interactions with Customers

1. Esthetic Vision: Everest creates various appearances of fabrics
     by combining fine denier fabrics with special printing process.
    Everest adds various functional finishing due to different
     applications and occasions. The features include wind proof, air
     permeability, water proof, softness and light.

視覺美學

At many important international textile, outdoor & sports, and fashion exhibitions, you
can see footprints and busy figures of Everest staff introducing products to customers. We provide
our customers more convenient and accessible services. In year 2012, we participated in a total
of twenty exhibitions; in year 2013, we expect to attend thirty-three exhibitions. For details on
upcoming exhibitions and booth numbers, please visit “News Room” on Everest official website at
www.everest.com.tw .

In 2013, we combine fashion with function to innovate the concept of “Fashion X Function
= Fusion.” We use such concept to develop top 10 highlighted products. Those products are relevant
to the market trends and meet customer demands. Top 10 spotlight products as follow:

防風
防水
透氣
柔軟
質輕

Windproof
Waterproof
Air permeability
Soft
Light

EVER ESTHETIC VISION

Trade meetings in India International Textile
and Ingredient Innovation Show in 2013

超輕薄防絨皮革

Trade meetings in the United States
Outdoor Retailer Exhibition in 2012

2. Ever Super Light Tech Leather: The general leather fabric
     always gives a heavy feeling.  Ever Super Light Tech Leather is
     not only soft and light feeling but also having down proof, abrasion
resistant and easy to clean functions. Moreover, it is warm and
     comfortable to wear with fashion elements. The features include
    windproof and waterproof, light and soft, fashionable, and
     excellent heat-retention ability.

外層防水、防風
輕量柔軟
流行時尚
絕佳保暖
Windproof & waterproof
Light & soft
Fashion trends
Excellent heat-retention ability

EVER SUPER LIGHT TECH LEATHER
皮革織物屬於不退流行的時尚單品，因
皮革的獨特質感，宏遠延伸開發高機能美
學外觀且兼具超撥水功能的皮革服飾，
一系列輕薄、防水、撥水及流行性多功能
皮革織物。一般皮革織物總是給人厚重
的感覺，宏遠超薄防絨皮革不僅輕盈柔
軟無負擔，還強化防絨、耐磨、易清潔
的功能，穿起來保暖舒適並具流行感。

具豐富、彩色及明亮的布面外觀
C4無毒撥水加工
易塑型、易恢復
防風防水、防污
質輕、易打包攜帶、不吵雜，非常適合旅遊用途的產品
The appearances are various, colorful and bright
C4 non-toxic fabric (no PFOA or PFOS )
Shape and recovery easily
Windproof, waterproof and stain resistance
Light, easy packing & care, noiseless and perfect for traveling

Leather fabrics are belonging to fashion items.
We develop esthetic vision through combining
the quality of leather and durably water repellent
function. By Everest's unique finishing technic,
Ever Super Light Tech Leather mixes fashion
elements for innovation and fashion trends
and then creates a series of muti-functional
leather fabrics with light, waterproof, water
repellent, and fashion. The general leather
fabric always gives a heavy feeling. Ever Super
Light Tech Leather is not only soft and light
feeling but also down proof, abrasion resistant
and clean easily functions. Moreover, it is warm
and comfortable to wear for fashion trends.

機能性型態記憶織物

3. Intelligent Shape Memory: The features include various, colorful,
     and bright appearances; C4 non-toxic fabric, shape and recovery
    easily; windproof, waterproof and stain resistance; light, easy
     packing and care, noiseless and perfect for traveling.

宏遠整合特殊後加工核心專長，開發出

EVER INTELIGENT SHAPE MEMORY

Trade meetings in 2013 ISPO Winter in
Germany

5.6 Introductions of Functional Fashion Fabrics

Everest is a vertically integrated textile manufacturer including Yarn spinning & texturizing,
weaving, dyeing and apparel. The products include 75% of fabrics, 24% of yarns and 1% of apparel.
The focus of products as follow:
A. Fusion products
Everest is a major supplier of many international renowned sport brands such as Nike, The
North Face, Columbia, etc. Everest concentrates on manufacturing and development of functional
fabrics such as high density, elastic, soft shell, coating, printing, and blended yarn-dyeing fabrics.
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4. New Suiting: Everest since establishment had numerous changes
      from the beginning in the fashion market to the finally in functional
    outdoor sports market. Now, we introduce more fashion elements
     into functional fabrics and expect to create new “Fashion x Function”
     market. It is using the special composite of textured yarn and the
    filament with staple fibers interwoven to develop draping,
     resistant, and elastic properties for functional urban clothes. In
addition, we also add moisture management for cool or water
     repellent & quick-drying functions. The finishing makes clothing
    more comfortable and breathable. The special handfeel is
     suitable for skirt, pants, or suiting dress and make fashion elegant
     style dress. The features include combining fashion and function,
     quick dry and water repellent, light and draping hand feel.

新合纖時裝

Trade meetings in Premiere Vision New
York in 2012

結合時尚休閒與低中度機能，
引領流行機能風潮
吸濕快乾涼爽、撥水速乾
重量輕盈
Combine fashion and function
Quick dry, water repellent
Light and draping handfeel

EVER NEW SUITING
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10. E-2000 Stretch: It’s suitable for sports, outdoor and causal
     wear. The features include quick dry function, durable water
      repellent, 4-way mechanical stretch, supple and puffy.

耐磨性佳
Water repellent and elasticity
High abrasion resistance

吸濕排汗加工
超撥水加工
四面機械彈性
反撥性佳及豐厚手感
Quick dry
Durable water repellent
4-way mechanical stretch
Supple and puffy

EVER STRONG COMFORT

多功能自然皺褶織物

6. YNY Tech: Ever YNY Tech through a unique dyeing and finishing
    improvement, the fabric presents washed natural wrinkle effect
    with more natural looks and handfeel. After PU light coating,
    Ever YNY Tech is not only naturally wrinkled and cottony
     handfeel but also windproof and high air permeability.

棉感機械彈性織物

超撥水、彈性

耐磨彈性織物

5. Strong Comfort: Everest enhances protected functions of fabric
     for outdoor activities like mountain climbing and trekking. It is
using twist yarn and dobby construction design to create solid
handfeel and abrasion resistance. It’s also more comfortable and
dry handfeel and suitable for sports, outdoor and work wear. The
features include water repellent, elasticity and high abrasion resistance.

輕薄柔軟、彈性手感
超撥水功能
防風、擋雨
透氣、透濕
YNY Tech level 1 (可通過雨淋測試)
YNY Tech level 2 (耐水壓W/P=600mmH2O)
Soft and elasticity
Durable water repellent
Windproof and water resistant
Breathable, moisture breathability
YNY Tech level1 (pass rain test)
YNY Tech level 2 (W/P=600mmH2O)

EVER YNY TECH

過雨淋 Pass rain test
透氣 Air permeability (0~5 cfm)
質輕、保暖 Light and warm
快乾 Quick dry
簡單保養 Easy care

超輕保暖貼合織物

7. Power Warm: The features include pass rain test, air permeability,
     warm, lightweight, quick dry and easy care.

EVER E-2000 STRETCH

B. Eco-innovative Product
Everest implemented the Everest SustainAbility Model (ESM) in 2007 and devoted to
achieve economic, social and environmental “Triple-Bottom-Line”. In 2013, Everest utilizes the
accumulative experiences of eco-friendly saving energy processes, materials and chemicals to
produce a series of eco-innovative products.
1. Ever C4 water repellent treatment fabrics:Everest uses C4 water repellent agent manufactured
    by 3M which is different from the process of C6 and C8. It can apply to nylon and polyester
    fabrics and keeps the hand feel, excellent water repellent and can be applied to nylon and
polyester fabrics.
2. Ever Eco-Innovative Soft Shell: Everest uses the concepts of eco-friendly and reducing
    consumption and green design to combine with water-based PU foam coating and lamination
    technology. This product greatest characteristic come from the special micro-porous membrane,
    and has high air and moisture permeability, soft feeling and comfortable; it is suitable for jacket
    and pants for outdoor, leisure and casual wear, and skiing.

EVER POWER WARM

麻花織物系列

8. Mélange F2: The Ever Mélange F2 series is ideal for fashion urban
    style because of mélange’s effect. It’s windproof, warm and
    comfortable. From non-stretch to 4-way stretch, from double   
    face to soft shell, and from single color to two colors.
吸濕排汗加工
超撥水加工
輕薄舒適
新穎麻花外觀效果

EVER Mélange F 2

可應用於各類型服飾，如高爾夫球裝、
網球裝、雨衣等等‧
Suitable for many types of clothes,
ex: golf, tennis and rain wear, etc.

新先染格子布

9. Ever Synthetic Yarn Dyed: Everest combines technology and the
    concept of aesthetic so that yarn dyed checked or solid fabrics shows
    colorful appearances, from the raw material to final function
    finishing or single processing to multi- processing, like water
    repellent, quick dry, bright cire , embossing, punching, coating,
    and laminating function. The feature is suitable for many types
    of clothes such as golf, tennis and rainwear, etc.

Windproof

Water
Repellent

Quick dry
Durable water repellent
4-way stretch
Mélange effect

Outer Fabric

Waterproof
Breathability
Skin

PU Membrane
Inner Layer Fabric

Illustration of 3-layer fabrics , Soft Shell
EVER SYNTHETIC YARN DYED
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3. Ever Bio-PU Membrane Laminated: Everest uses renewably sourced material derived from
    sustainable agricultural feedstock from DuPont. This Bio-PU membrane contains more than 25%
    renewable sources by weight. The eco-product includes both 2-layer and 3-layer fabrics.

Biomass

Starch

Agricultural sources

5.7 With Customers
Everest has a professional team to provide
high-quality services for global customers. The
team members from departments of sales, R & D,
production management, and quality assurance
and control are always available to respond to
and meet customers’ needs with our “instant”,
“professional” and “adequate” approach.

DuPont Cerenol TM PU Membrane

In order to respond quickly to customers’ needs, we
established Everest Technology Research Center.

Clothes

Bio based polyols

◎ Respond to Customers’ Needs and Customer Satisfaction

Illustration of core raw materials of Ever Bio-PU Membrane Laminated

4. Ever NANE: The Ever NANE is eco-textile brands by Everest. The miraculous polyester fiber
    made from Green MEG (Ethylene Glycol) with regular PTA (Terephthalic Acid) provides the
    lowest static, softer touch and deeper color than normal polyester fiber.
5. Recycled Polyester series: The fabrics use 100%recycled material with the same quality and
    appearance as all-new products. This recycled fiber can reduce resource consumption and it
reuses raw materials.

Everest develops the timeliest and the best
quality fabrics for customers

The showroom of Everest Sustainable
Innovation Building- Sport Series

Everest conducts self-assessments on customer satisfaction based on 10 categories
periodically. We analyze the results and submit improvement action plans on any dissatisfaction
feedback. We established several task-oriented committees to examine respective problems and
requirements about quality, lead time, and production capacity, and etc. Through these weekly
meetings, we review and further improve customers’ satisfaction.
PET Bottle

Flake

PET Chips

Consumer

Spinning

Clothing

Fabrics

Fabrics made of recycled PET bottles
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Weaving

• 10 assessment items are as following:
1.Variety and suitability of products
2. Lab-dip approval rate
3. On-time delivery rate
4. Quality acceptance level
5. Claim response time
6. Document accuracy
7. Collaboration and responsiveness
8. Sales Team’s competence
9. Sales Team’s service
10. Overall performance compared with
      other vendors

In 2013, Everest co-organized a seminar with Taiwan Textile
Federation and announced new products on the 17th floor of
Taiwan Textile Federation Building. Everest’s team discussed
products with customers.
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◎ Communication Channels with Customers
Regular Meetings

At least once a month, we will visit our key customers. Through face-to-face meeting,
we understand customers’ needs and maintain a smooth communication channel.

Domestic and
Everest attends international exhibitions annually, and brand customers will visit
International Exhibitions our booth for discussion.
In-depth Visits

Our sales team often visit our major brand customers to introduce new products and
learn about customers’ needs so that we could grasp new business opportunities, as
well as share production status and new product development schedule.

Vendor Fairs

According to customers’ upcoming requirements for each new season, we will
develop new products and prepare the production plans in advance.

Customers Visits

Customers come to visit Everest office or factories.

2. Affirmation of international conservation organization
Everest joined The Conservation Alliance because it was recommended by our American
brand customers, and we very much identified ourselves with the concept of “Outdoor business
giving back to the outdoors” as well. In 2013, the Conservation Alliance reported that Everest
received Green Factory Certification and our efforts on sustainability.
Web site: www.conservationalliance.com.

◎ Sharing With Social Communities :
1. We proactively work with external organizations
     Economic advancement causes environmental damages, and furthermore leads to social injustice.
     Therefore Everest proactively participates in domestic and international NGO organizations, and
     coordinates the efforts of industry, government, academics system and research institutes together  
for the environment and our caring for the society.
No.
1

Shan-shang Industrial
Community Association

14

Taiwan Technical Textiles Association

2

The Institute of Internal Auditors,
ROC (Taiwan)

15

Taiwan Black Bear Conservation Association

3

Chinese Association for Industrial
Technology Advancement

16

Taiwan Sports Technology Association

4

Chinese Wild Bird Federation

17

Taiwan Green Building Council

5

Taiwan Tourism Factory Association

18

Environmental Management Accounting
Network-Taiwan

6

Tainan Tourism Factory Association

19

The Business Council for Sustainable
Development of Taiwan (BCSD -Taiwan)

7

Tainan County Industrial Association

20

Southern Taiwan Textile Research Alliance
(STTRA)

8

Innovation and Technology Service
Foundation, Tainan (ITST)

21

The Society of Wilderness Taiwan
(SOW- Taiwan)

9

Taiwan Chemical Industry Association

22

Wetlands Taiwan

10

Taiwan Man-Made Fiber
Industrial Association

23

Southern Taiwan Green Science &
Technology Association

11

Taiwan Cement Products Association

24

Textile Information Platform

12

Taiwan Regional Association of
Filament Fabrics Printing Dyeing &
Finishing Industries

25

The Conservation Alliance

13
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List of organizations

Taiwan Silk and Filament Weaving
Industrial Association

◎ To contribute to society and to make the world better with “Innovation” and “Sustainability”
Everest’s staffs internalize the characteristics of selfless, willing to share, and hopefully
through our humanity, social and professional literacy we can enhance Everest to become a
“consultant-type” manufacturing service provider and to create this as a new category in the
industry. It is not only to provide the best quality of fabrics for customers, but also to share value
with customers and the society. During 21st -23rd of May, 2013, President Roger Yeh led the
interdepartmental colleagues of Everest together with Taiwan Textile Federation to accomplish
the 2013 <Everest is Changing> Seminar and made new product announcement. We shared with
domestic and international customers and stakeholders from Taiwan's textile industry supply chain,
the important knowledge of textile technology and the trend of products and marketing.

Our staff as the amateur models in 2013
Everest New Product Announcement

President Roger Yeh discussed with auxiliaries
supplier (photo in 2013 Everest new product
announcement)
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6.0 Environmental Aspect: Achieve Harmonious Development  Between
Human and Nature

Everest staff love sharing. President Roger Yeh led Everest’s colleagues with warm host and reception for
Taiwan Silk and Filament Weaving Industrial Association. There were 65 organizations and 176 guests in total.

6.1 Everest Textile Eco-Industrial Park, ETEIP

In order to implement the ESM (Everest SustainAbility Model), Everest seeks energysaving, carbon emission reduction, and management at the source, not only in the whole series
of products and service life cycle, also in production procedure, facilities modification, waste
reduction, utilization and upcycle waste, and etc. With the same method, and with our learning
from the nature and ensuring biodiversity, we transformed the old factories to green buildings, built
breathable plants and factories, and engaged ourselves in establishing a systemic eco-industrial park.
About the progress and the history of establishment, please refer to the year 2010 & 2011 Everest
Textile SustainAbility Reports, and Everest official website.
1.  President Roger Yeh was invited to the panel discussion and the workshop at the Sustainable Textiles
     Conference by Textile Exchange in Hong Kong in Oct. 2012
2.  President Roger Yeh was invited to give a keynote speech by Foundation of Taiwan Industry Service, at
     the seminar of “Clean Production and Environmental Technology 2012”
3.  President Roger Yeh took photo with the fabrics developed by Everest (Tennis star Roger Federer sport
     dress) at the headquarter of NIKE.
4.  President Roger Yeh was invited to give a keynote speech and a panel discussion at the Seminar “2013
     International China & Asia Textile Forum”
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Everest knows profoundly that enterprise is the key to change and drive progress of our
society. Therefore Everest is willing to share experience of innovation and sustainability with the
guests, and hopefully to bring impact to more influential people who can work together for energy
saving, environmental protection, and loving the earth. Through on-site experiences, we allow the
visitors to contact our survival story and the efforts to break through barriers from industry, and our
appreciation and support of MIT to improve Taiwan’s overall competitiveness.

Using Everest’s eco-brick to build an
environmental-friendly and accessible toilet.
Green shade to obscure the
sun (green curtain)

Tainan Architect Association visited

Over 300 Taiwan green architects and
experts visited

Owing to the efforts and results, Everest’s staffs have internalized the circle of goodness
and embraced the willingness to share. Both in daily life and at work, they implement such concern
and caring towards the ecological environment. The ESM was well known to the public, and also
attracted a considerable number of guests to learn and exchange experience since 2007. Everest’s
staffs always look for improvement, and learn to find higher benchmarks actively.

◎ The visit unit and people from industry, government, academic and research institute
Year

Unit(s)

Guest(s)

2008-2011

Exceed 100

Exceed 1500

2012

46

1360

2013/1/1- 6/30

116

1788

In 2012, there were only 5 companies that obtained Green Factory Certifications, and
Everest was the only one in traditional industry to gain such certification (other winners are hightech electronic industry and new plants). Such honor should be credited to the determination and
efforts on Sustainability made by President Roger Yeh and all Everest staff.
Because we had the sustainability thinking, the practice, and the basis of Green Factory
Certifications; hence, it’s not difficult for Everest to promote and pass the verification of sight-seeing
factory. Unlike general entertainment trips, Everest put emphasis on learning journey. ETEIP (Everest
Textile Eco-Industrial Park) is positioned as a factory tour. We let guests visit the eco-industrial park,
and furthermore to learn a series of results and actions of energy-saving, environmental protection,
and love the earth shared by Everest people. Meanwhile, we open our Everest Natural Agriculture
Educational Farm, the eco-brick plant, and share the MIT garment production process to visitors.
We hope that by providing such practical platform to communicate the industrial transformation and
environmental education, we can fully promote the concept of Everest Sustainability. We let visitors
witness Everest, an integrated textile manufacture in Taiwan, that pursues consistency innovative
evolution and our process of becoming a green factory.
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Changhwa County Industrial
Association visited

Graduate Institute of management of Innovation
and technology, National Pingtung University
of Science and Technology (NPUST) visited the
eco-brick plant

6.2 Soft Power and Hard Power (Green Facilities and Capacity) as the Green Factory

Aerial view of Everest Eco Park

Clean and bright plant
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Taiwan initiated the first “Green Factory Certification” in the world. And we are proud that
Everest was the first to obtain the certification in both traditional industry and textile industry. Under
a national project launched by Industrial Development Bureau, Ministry of Economic Affairs in
2012, Everest was selected as the three representative manufacturers in Taiwan. Later on Everest
took the counseling service, to work actively on implementation and assessment tasks of the two
evaluation systems including "clean production" and "green building" at the same time, and finally
obtained the dual certifications of "Green Factory” in November of 2012.

◎ Green Building Certification Category
By learning from the nature, Everest applies the appropriate technology to improve the
energy efficiency of our factories. It is based on the standards of Green Building Certification
including four main categories (ecology, energy-saving, waste reduction, and health), and nine
indicators (biodiversity, green capacity, water saving, daily energy saving, CO2 reduction, waste
reduction, indoor environment, water resource, and sewage waste improvement). Only after passing
the full assessment we obtained green building certification approved by Ministry of the Interior.
Everest was verified by the following themes, including:
Overall factory: the ecological community – Silver Grade
Factory type: The weaving first factory of Old Buildings improvement – diamond grade
                      The twist-weaving building of Old Building improvement– diamond grade
                      The Sustainable Innovation Building of Old building improvement– qualified grade

IDB ceremony of the Green Factory Certification in 2012

◎ Standards of Cleaner Production Assessment System
Everest upholds sustainability as the principle for providing innovative solutions. It will
be consistently applied in the production processes, the products, and the services to increase ecoefficiency, and to reduce risks on human health and the environment. We can then achieve the
prosperity of all living things with the environment, the goal of sustainable development. Themes
for screening include as following:
• Production (energy-saving, resource conservation, green production, pollutants reduction, and
function of tube end processing
• Environmental Design (material saving, energy-saving design, waste reduction, and design by
reusing and recycling)
• Green Management (international certifications, control of hazardous substances, voluntary
  greenhouse gas control, and Green Supply Chain management)
• Social Responsibility (staff workplace safety, sustainable information building and disclosure, and
  green experience sharing)
• Creative Thinking (dematerialization, de-toxic, de-carbonization, and promoting environmental
sustainability)

The certificate of Cleaner Production
Assessment of Green Factory Label (Taiwan
Tainan Factory)
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The certificates of Green Building (the ecological community, the weaving first factory, the
twist-weaving building, and the Sustainable Innovation Building)

6.3 Overseas Factory Following Up
Everest (Thailand) emulated the concept of Taiwan Factory’s
efforts, through environmental certifications such as the Green
Factory certification to obtain recognition from our customers.
Thailand Factory, as we confirmed as both of the ecological
park and promoting cleaner production, and therefore we
requested the Thai Industrial Development Bureau to access
the authentication and we filed applications. We prepared all
the required documents such as ISO14001 environmental
certification and proposed for auditing by the authority.
After passing through the 1st and 2nd degree audits, Everest
(Thailand) was finally awarded the 3rd degree of Green Factory
Certification on May 28 of 2013. In terms of the advanced ESM
action plans, our future plan is to obtain of CSR certificate and
the 4th degree Green Factory, even let supply chain vendors
join the green factory certification, to make the whole system
become green production networking system.

The Green Factory
certification of Everest
(Thailand), awarded in 2013
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6.4 Support and Sharing Sustainability of Taiwanese Agriculture with
Nature Farming

M s . C h e n H u e y - We n a n d M r. L e e H a i Shu, Director of Shanshang Community and
Development Association, photo in the cane field.

Natural Farming partners photo together in
front of the arbor built by eco-technique.

In order to help more people, right now we plan the herb section and grow plants in Everest
Natural Agriculture Educational Farm. The reason of such change is because once our President Mr.
Roger Yeh shared our Sumei Natural planted vegetable to his dentist. During their conversation, he
realized that herbs growed by Natural Farming method could provide more help and cure effects to
human beings. So far we have more than 30 kinds of herbal plants. Anyone who needs assistance,
please contact us.

At the rear of our Taiwan factory is a farm land which is part of Tseng Wen Stream.
We built it into Everest Natural Agriculture Educational Farm. By dividing the land into
26 sections for soil tillage, we opened the farm to our employees for planting seasonal
vegetables, fruits, spices and herbs. We invite Ms. Huey-Wen Chen (Director of Shumei
Natural Agriculture Association) to teach us the Shumei Natural Agriculture System of
Japan as a benchmark. The “Shumei Nature Agriculture System” emphasizes the interactive
relationships between human beings and nature. Wild lands and polluted farms filled with
pesticides and fertilizers can be converted into healthy and vital farms. That also brings
sustainable opportunity to the Earth.
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Ginseng / Talinum triangulare Wild (Treatment:
neurasgenia, weak body caused by terminal
cancer, thalassemia, Alzheimer's disease, etc.)

Rhinacanthus nasutus (Treatment: hypertension,
diabetes mellitus, hepatopathy, tuberculosis,
eczema, etc. )
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7.0 Social Aspect: Enterprise is the Driving Force Towards Social Progresiveness
and Good Deeds
Everest people are proactive and carry out ideas of sustainability in daily actions. In the
factory, they contribute to green productions, cleaner production, and work for energy-saving,
environmental protections and efforts for Loving Earth; outside the factory, they show their big
heart of compassion and practice as well.

Currently, the discard Great Pacific Plastic Garbage seriously threats the marine ecology. In
order to support the International Coastal Cleanup Day, constantly Everest ESM Volunteer Team
takes actins on International Coastal Cleanup every year. In 2012, we picked huge garbage with
numerous environmental volunteers, to combat fatal fate, “the discard plastic disaster.”

Everest ESM Volunteer Team participated in ICC
Everest people are proactive and generously
responding to blood donation activity

7.1 Compassionate and Proactive Everest People and Everest ESM
Volunteer Team
Instead of lip-service, actions make changes come true. Hopefully, by collective actions of
enterprises and individual involvements, recalling environmental conservations actively, we could
make a contribution to a sustainable motherland. The “Everest ESM Volunteer Team” is the critical
driving engine for Everest’ participation toward public good.

◎ April 22nd, the Earth Day
Especially during the week of the Earth Day (April 22nd), Everest ESM Volunteer Team
continually advocates the importance of local environmental protections and energy-saving, etc.
Through each activity, such as in 2012, we participated the following activities--- “Saving Native
Spice Farmland Green Tree Frog” activity launched by the Society of Wilderness Taiwan, eating
vegetarian meals, carpooling, and preparing cutlery and shopping bags. More staff could be inspired
to be more friendly to living things of the earth, to correct the destructive behaviors to the earth, and
to do more helpful things for sustainable the earth.

◎ The Society of Wilderness –International Costal Cleanup (ICC), 2012

Everest ESM Volunteer Team and their families participated in ecological conservation activity

Year 2012 International Costal Cleanup vivid poster, theme “Away from the discard plastic
disaster, the ocean needs your concern and action.”
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Everest ESM Volunteer Team photo with the
Society of Wilderness- Taiwan
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◎ Conduct and Promote Eco-Community and Green Life Style
Everest people are very sporty, and internalize ecological awareness into local green life
style. We are also willing to encourage our customers and arrange for them to experiencing the local
eco-life styles.
• March 9th, 2013 / Host local community badminton competition
• May 26th, 2013 / Participate Shan-shang Community’s “Tribute to Monuments” Hiking Activity
and Concert
• June 29th, 2013 / Bike tour with local Community for Bell fruit Festival
• June 30th, 2013 / Badminton Team joined the 14th Southern Taiwan Science Part sport ball games
Southern Taiwan Energy Saving Patrol
Team’s empowerment training workshop

Memorial photo of Southern Taiwan
Energy Saving Patrol Team

Southern Taiwan Energy Saving Patrol Team helped the enterprises with
energy saving diagnosis
Everest Bike Team joined the local community, the Bell fruit Festival Cycling Tour of Sin-sh District

◎ Apply the Internalized Energy-Saving Soft Power to Assist Diagnosis on Enterprises
     Energy Consumption in Southern Taiwan
Facing the challenge with global warming and climate change, ability to implement energysaving and carbon reduction is the top priority. Small and medium businesses are the majority
businesses in Taiwan, most lack professional ability and human resourses to cope with the issue of
eco efficiency and energy-saving works. Taiwan Epson and The Business Council for Sustainable
Development of Taiwan (BCSD-Taiwan) started the Taiwan Energy Saving Patrol, providing free
energy saving diagnosis service first in northern Taiwan. To provide more services to cover the
whole Taiwan, in year 2013, Everest was invited to join and to initiate the Southern Taiwan Energy
Saving Patrol Team, to take corporate social responsibilities. With strong support and reminder of
Everest, there are more local businesses to join. The work is to slow down the global warming, and
to cultivate more professional volunteers with energy-saving knowledge. Besides, EverSmile also
donates volunteer team’s vests in prominent and symbolic colors that make participants’ appearance
impactful. Our goal is to diagnose six businesses (enterprises) per year.
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◎ Sharing Everest’s History about Implementation of Ecologically Environmental Protections
and Eco-brick Business on Tzu-chi Foundation’s TV series program “Learning Green Happiness”
“Learning Green Happiness” is a series TV program hosted by DaAi Television of Tzu Chi
Culture and Communication Foundation, as the platform to provide eco-technology, green life style,
and eco-knowledge. Through lively interactions, the program aims to guide audience to learn the
right environmental knowledge to improve environment on the earth. Everest participated in two
series, “From Bricks to Coals” and “The Green Magic.”
“From Bricks to Coals” reported Everest’s case on practice of “cradle to cradle” and “waste
equals to food” to cycle waste cinders into making eco-bricks; the method which Everest applied
is the systematic thinking of the ecological industrial park. Everest Eco-Bricks are recognized by
National Green Building Materials certificate, and widely used in garding and public constructions.
The series will show audience the history of Everest Sustainable Development and Everest ESM
Volunteer Team’s story of helping local community to establish eco-pond.
“The Green Magic” reports Everest’s cooperation with Father of Taiwan Green Architecture,
Professor Hsien-Te Lin of National Cheng Kung University, since Everest launched Everest
SustainAbility Model in 2007. Professor Lin is the influential person guiding Everest to apply
green building concepts and to establish Everest Textile Eco-Industrial Park, ETEIP. Professor Lin
recommended Roger C. L. Yeh, President of Everest Textile, to join the interview together. As being
a renowned green enterprise activist, Mr. Yeh would like to share Everest’s experience implementing
appropriate technology on environmental protection to save big money.
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◎ Moving Mobile Shop- EverSmile Puncar
To expand our market and enhance brand
identification, our mobile shop, EverSmile Puncar,
travels many towns over Taiwan and public activities
to provide more local and prompt services.

From left to right: Everest Presdient Roger  
Yeh, the host Ren-Zo Liu, Professor HsienTe Lin, the head of Everest Volunteer Team
Manager Yi-Tseng Tsneg and Everest Manager
Tung-Shen Hong

From left to right: the host Ren-Zo Liu, Professor
Hsien-Te Lin, and Mr. Roger Yeh.

◎ Everest Eco-Brick Application

Mobile Shop, EverSmile Puncar

◎ Innovation Art Performance – Tainan traditional parade formation encountered EverSmile
Tainan has brilliant cultural heritage assets, for
example, Songjiang troupe, a traditional art troupe,
and etc. They fully represent Taiwan’s rich vitality.
Cultural Affairs Bureau of Tainan City Government
held “Creative Temple Custom and Dress Reforming
Plan, 2012,”and seeked Everest’s sponsorship
providing fabrics for young Taiwan Designers, giving
Taiwan traditional art in a creative and fresh way.
With introduction by Shang-shang Community
Developing Association, Shan-shang junior
high school built eco-campus by using ecobricks sponsored by Everest

Shan-Hua Cane Factory used Everest ecobricks to lower temperture in the factory,
which approves the theory of “Permeable
Pavement”

For more details about Everest eco-bricks, please contact us: 886-6-578-2561, extension 6215; or
email: u21533@everest.com.tw

7.2 EverSmile’s Characteristic: A Social Business Enterprise

Everest creates own apparel brand – Eversmile, to practice a business model of social
business enterprise. The goal is not only to communicate the importance of clothing safety,
environmental and ecological protections with our stakeholders; but also to co-create shared value
with them. We reward each side with reasonable benefits. EverSmile is compatible with Everest’s
transformation of fabric and enterprise. Its product innovation trends are on par with international
brands. For more details about the evolution, please refer to brand briefing in the enterprise identity
section, and 2012 Everest Textile SustainAbility Report.
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Good combination of Young Taiwan
Designers talent and Everest functional
fabrics to give traditional temple art
customs and dresses new life.
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◎ Sponsoring Tainan City Government’s “Cultural Capital and Creative City” Program
Being a local enterprise in Tainan, Everest is
always positive in participating sustainability-related
activities in Tainan city. For example, Tainan City
Government joined the Tourism Promotion Organization
for Asia Pacific Cities in 2012, and hosted the Asian
Cities Tourism Summit. However, in order to resolve the
dilemma of limited budget, the authority visited Everest
and asked Everest sponsorship on providing functional
coats with Tainan characteristics for participants and
working staff.

EverSmile sponsored and produced the
windproof and waterproof functional
coats, with Tainan’s city flower orchid
printing.

◎ Practice on Low-Carbon and Green Energy Life Style – EverSmile won one of the top
100 stores in Tainan

Ms. Alice Kao, Chief Sustainability Officer, together
with Everest team accepting the honor from Tainan City
Mayor William Ching-De, Lai.

7.3 Social Charity and Contributions

Everest regularly donates 1% income of EvereSmile as the fund to support social charities
in Taiwan. We let our customers take part in contributing money to public goods while consuming
EverSmile products.
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Amount ( NTD)

2010

3,340,160

2011

995,340

2012

1,389,856

Jan 1st-June 30th, 2013

592,890

Sponsored Shan-shang Junior High School Girls’
Basketball Team and won the fourth prize in
national high schools competition in year 2012.

Produced and sponsored highly visible
functional vests for Shan-shang Junior High
School Volunteers

◎ Sponsored Taiwan Black Bear Conservation Association

Tainan City Government encourages
shops to sell good quality products, and also
to emphasize on “stores’ own specialties with
stories”, “commercial modernization”, and
“application of low-carbon technique with
eco-concept”. Everest won one of the top 100
stores with our concern of ecology, welfare,
and humanity care in both year 2012 and 2013.

year

◎ Sponsor the local school students’ sport team

*Annotation: International or national welfare
membership fee are not included.

Sponsored Taiwan Black Bear Conservation
Association’s Campus Guide Tour (At local
Shan-shang Elementary School, Tainan)

Everest staff photographed together with team
of Taiwan Black Bear Conservation Association

◎ Happy Taiwan, Happy Soap
Xiao-ling Village was destroyed seriously
by the 88 typoon disaster. The reconstruction will
take a long time, but if we can achieve harmonious
economic independence and sustainable homeland
with peace and love, we could recover gradually.
Thus Everest sponsored fabrics for local residents
to produce merchandise, and we ensured the local
employment opportunities. By using local materials to
run the business, mothers from Xiao-ling Village make
homemade essential soaps, which are presented along
with accessories made by Everest fabrics, and sold at
the EverSmile Stores.

EverSmile Taiwan handmade
essential soaps
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◎ Participated in the activity, “Cool Light Dress, Cool Summer”, with functional fabrics   
and products
Everest demonstrated high functional shirts
with quick dry function of breathable moisture
management, highlighting simple and comfortable
dress code in summer, for energy-saving and carbon
reduction. EverSmile Stores especially decorated
a section for Cool Energy-saving Shirts. We lead
customers to understand dress and fabrics with health
benefits, and promote the eco-wearing style. We help
our customers save money and save Earth with their
own actions.

◎ Cherish and promote the country with
the most Beautiful Scenery, and the most
beautiful people, Taiwan

Everest representative photographed with
the conference staff dressed in EverSmile
clothing

◎ EverSmile sponsored Tainan
An-Ping Night Marathon Event

Enthusiastic volunteers wearing functional
T-shirts with great service and smile

Supported series magazine by CommonWealth
Magazine: Tainan Local Trip

◎ Supporting eco-city transformation and affirmative actions, EvereSmile sponsored
Volunteers T-shirts and Conference Uniform of 2013 Asia Pacific Cities Summit

Appendix1 : Evolution of Everest SustainAbility History

1988  - Company Founded
1992 - Awarded Exemplified Manufacturer in water pollution control by Environmental Protection
Administration (EPA).
1994  - Received ISO-9002 certificate. (International Organization for Standardization)
1995  - Listed Concentrated market shares on the Taiwan Stock Exchange. (symbol: 1460)
1996  - Received ISO-9001 certificate.(International Organization for Standardization)
1997  - Shifted investment to Far Eastern Industries (Shanghai) Ltd..
         - Adopted ERP system. Through information technology to integrated internal SOP, and fulfilled an
            effective vertical management and parallelization of resource sharing.  
         - Successfully became a major textile supplier of high-functionality sports brands.
1998  - Established staple fabric production unit
          - Established factory in Thailand
          - Awarded the benchmark of textile industry from the survey by Common Wealth Magazine.
1999  - Received ISO-14001 certificate of Environmental Management System. (EMS)
- Obtained the certificate of Oeko-Tex Standard 100 (International Association for Research and Testing
            in the Field of Textile Ecology) for all textile products which pose no risk whatsoever to health.
2000  - Joined e-Business Project of Industrial Development Bureau and Industry Specialist program of
            Department of Industrial Technology to enhance the research and the development capabilities and
            increase the marketing advantage.
2001  - Received OHSAS-18001 certificate (Occupational Health and Safety Assessment Series 18000)
          - Adopted B2Bi Integration system for enterprise extension
          - Adopted Siebel CRM system / Adexa SCM system / KM( knowledge management)
2002 - Established deployment of color dynamic virtual video conference system, textile design virtual
communication system.
          - Established product data management (PDM) system
        - Established collaborative design system
        - Established e-learning platform
2003 - Established Everest Technology Research Center (ETRC) by the MOEA, to develop high-tech
            original material, and improve Everest’s competitiveness of innovative product design continuously.
2005  - Founded Nanotechnology research lab for Nano materials and technology development.
        - Microbiology Laboratory was founded for antibacterial inspection and analysis.
        - Established global operation headquarters and enhance V-GLM (Global Logistics Management) e-plan system.
- Launched our own brand “EVERTEK,” to enhance Everest’s brand value.
2006 - Led to establish the Southern Taiwan Textile Research Alliance (STTRA), which entered alliance
            with other related industries and cross-industry, to enhance the R&D capabilities of the textile industry.
         - Awarded 14th “Excellent Enterprise Innovation Award” and “Excellence Achievement Award”
by the Ministry of Economic Affairs, R.O.C. (Taiwan).
        - Everest Textile (Shanghai) Ltd was founded (Independent from FEIS)
2007  - Implement the Everest SustainAbility Model (ESM)
         - Taiwan factory applied for the evaluation of industry standard --bluesign® (bluesign® Technologies
            ag) to meet the highest requirements in the manufacturing environment, health and safety.
         - Started to participate in Premiere Vision, the leading textile exhibition
         - Obtained ISO/IEC 17025 (Correction & Testing Laboratory ) certificate and became a listed member
            of Taiwan Accreditation Foundation (TAF) together with ITS, SGS and other professional testing  
            organizations.

Volunteer Team members and Kaohsiung
City Mayor Chu Chen (middle) wear
T-shirts sponsored by EverSmile
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          - Nano silver antimicrobial upholstery (woven) textile was certified and awarded the “Nano Mark” by
              the Ministry of Economic Affairs, R.O.C. (Taiwan).
          - Awarded the “2007 ESH management system-excellent manufacturers for constant improvement”
by Industrial Development Bureau of Ministry of Economic Affairs, R.O.C. (Taiwan).
2008   - Received bluesign® accreditation
          - Honored with our fourth “Nano Industrial Technology Elite Award”
          - Joined “Taiwan Corporate Sustainability Forum” to lead sustainability development in Taiwan.
          - Established Everest Textile Eco-Industrial Park(ETEIP)
          - Nano silver antimicrobial upholstery (Knitted) textile was certified and award the “Nano Mark” by
              the Ministry of Economic Affairs, R.O.C. (Taiwan).
2009   - Joined The Conservation Alliance (USA)
          - The first company in Asia to gain bluesign® certificate on coating and lamination products.
          - Thailand Factory and China Factory gained Swiss bluesign® certificates and became its system
              partner to reach high standards in environment, health and safety aspects.
          - Everest medical products gained GMP certification by the Department of Health, Executive Yuan,
R.O.C. (Taiwan).
2010   - Developed the lightest weight fabric of 5-denier in the market.
          - In March, due to the fire burned down the R&D building and automated storage, Everest followed
              the principle of “Green Building” and “Appropriate Technology” to reconstruct the building rapidly
              within three months. It was completed in June and named “Sustainable Innovation Building.”
          - Gained SA8000 certificate (The first textile company in Taiwan to obtain the certification)
2011   - ESM Eco-Brick gained Green Construction Material certificate issued by Ministry of the Interior
          - Created own apparel brand “EverSmile”
          - Established the EverSmile Fund, 1% revenue of EverSmile Business for CSR
          - Published the first SustainAbility Report (Chinese and English versions)
2012   - Everest new innovation, a lamination consists of three processes-“membrane making, laminate
              surface layer, and laminate inner layer” product, Everest Soft Shell gained Recycled PET product
              certificate
          - Honored with the Old Buildings Improvement– diamond grade, the Green Building Label issued by
              Ministry of the Interior
          - Honored with Cleaner Production certificate issued by Ministry of Economic Affairs of ROC,
Taiwan (ECA)
          - Honored with the Taiwan Green Benchmarking Award- Product Category issued by ECA
          - Honored with the Energy Excellence Award by Ministry of Economic Affairs issued by ECA
          - Honored with the Taiwan’s Green Factory Label approved issued by ECA
          - Honored with the Sight-seeing Factory Certification approved issued by ECA
          - Completed the LCA project (inventoried and established Everest products carbon footprint database)
              with Reset Carbon Limited based in Hong Kong
          - Published the second SustainAbility Report (Chinese and English versions)
2013   - Held a three-day Everest new product announcement and Eco-Sustainable Technology Seminar and
in Taiwan Textile Federation Building
          - Products transformation: Everest created F2 (Fashion x Function = Fusion = F2) integration of
innovation concepts
          - EverSmile, the Everest owns apparel brand, cooperated with 3M Taiwan to launch C4 environmental
water repellence products
          - 21 main items selected for verification of PAS 2050: 2011, and for verification of ISO/CNS
            14064-1: 2006.
         - Published the third SustainAbility Report (Chinese and English versions)
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Appendix 2 GRI G4 Index
Profile Disclosures

Page

1. Strategy and Analysis
G4-1
G4-2

Provide a statement from the most senior decision-maker of the organization (such as CEO, chair, or
equivalent senior position) about the relevance of sustainability to the organization and the organization’s
strategy for addressing sustainability.
Provide a description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities.

4-5
6-8,14,18-20

2. Organizational Profile
G4-3
G4-4
G4-5

G4-11

Report the name of the organization.
Report the primary brands, products, and services.
Report the location of the organization’s headquarters.
Report the number of countries where the organization operates, and names of
countries where either the organization has significant operations or that are specifically
relevant to the sustainability topics covered in the report.
Report the nature of ownership and legal form.
Report the markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served, and types of
customers and beneficiaries).
Scale of the reporting organization.
a. Report the total number of employees by employment contract and gender.
b. Report the total number of permanent employees by employment type and gender.
c. Report the total workforce by employees and supervised workers and by gender.
d. Report the total workforce by region and gender.
e. Report whether a substantial portion of the organization’s work is performed by workers who are
   legally recognized as self-employed, or by individuals other than employees or
   supervised workers, including employees and supervised employees of contractors.
f. Report any significant variations in employment numbers (such as seasonal variations in  
   employment in the tourism or agricultural industries).
Report the percentage of total employees covered by collective bargaining agreements.

G4-12

Describe the organization’s supply chain.

G4-6
G4-7
G4-8
G4-9

G4-10

G4-13

G4-14
G4-15

G4-16

Report any significant changes during the reporting period regarding the organization’s size,
structure, ownership, or its supply chain, including:
• Changes in the location of, or changes in, operations, including facility openings, closings, and expansions
• Changes in the share capital structure and other capital formation, maintenance, and  
alteration operations (for private sector organizations)
• Changes in the location of suppliers, the structure of the supply chain, or in relationships  
  with suppliers, including selection and termination
Report whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is addressed by the organization.
List externally developed economic, environmental and social charters, principles, or
other initiatives to which the organization subscribes or which it endorses.
List memberships of associations (such as industry associations) and national or international
advocacy organizations in which the organization:
• Holds a position on the governance body
• Participates in projects or committees
• Provides substantive funding beyond routine membership dues
• Views membership as strategic

9
9-11
10
10
16-17
7-10
9-10, 14-15

24-27

25-26
7,19,35-36,47,
56-57,69,75

NA

18-21
19-21, 36, 78-86

36, 68, 78-86

3. Identified Material Aspects and Boundaries
G4-17
G4-18
G4-19

G4-20

G4-21

a. List all entities included in the organization’s consolidated financial statements or equivalent documents.
b. Report whether any entity included in the organization’s consolidated financial statements or  
    equivalent documents is not covered by the report.
a. Explain the process for defining the report content and the Aspect Boundaries.
b. Explain how the organization has implemented the Reporting P rinciples for Defining Report Content.
List all the material Aspects identified in the process for defining report content.
For each material Aspect, report the Aspect Boundary within the organization, as follows:
• Report whether the Aspect is material within the organization
• If the Aspect is not material for all entities within the organization (as described in G4-17),  
  select one of the following two approaches and report either:
–The list of entities or groups of entities included in G4-17 for which the Aspect  is not material or,
–The list of entities or groups of entities included in G4-17 for which the Aspects is material
• Report any specific limitation regarding the Aspect Boundary within the organization
For each material Aspect, report the Aspect Boundary outside the organization, as follows:
• Report whether the Aspect is material outside of the organization
• If the Aspect is material outside of the organization, identify the entities, groups of entities or
  elements for which the Aspect is material. In addition, describe the geographical location where the
  Aspect is material for the entities identified
• Report any specific limitation regarding the Aspect Boundary outside the organization

14-15
6-8
35, 39-55

NA

NA
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G4-22
G4-23

Report the effect of any restatements of information provided in previous reports, and the reasons
for such restatements.
Report significant changes from previous reporting periods in the Scope and Aspect Boundaries.

NA

G4-43

6-7

4. Stakeholder Engagement
G4-24
G4-25
G4-26
G4-27

Provide a list of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization.
Report the basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage.
Report the organization’s approach to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of engagement
by type and by stakeholder group, and an indication of whether any of the engagement was
undertaken specifically as part of the report preparation process.
Report key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement, and how the
organization has responded to those key topics and concerns, including through its reporting. Report
the stakeholder groups that raised each of the key topics and concerns.

7-8
7

G4-44

Listed in chapters
Listed in chapters

G4-45

5. Report Profile
G4-28
G4-29
G4-30
G4-31
G4-32

G4-33

Reporting period (such as fiscal or calendar year) for information provided.
Date of most recent previous report (if any).
Reporting cycle (such as annual, biennial).
Provide the contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents.
a. Report the ‘in accordance’ option the organization has chosen.
b. Report the GRI Content Index for the chosen option (see tables below).
c. Report the reference to the External Assurance Report, if the report has been externally
assured. GRI recommends the use of external assurance but it is not a requirement to be ‘in
    accordance’ with the Guidelines.
a. Report the organization’s policy and current practice with regard to seeking external
    assurance for the report.
b. If not included in the assurance report accompanying the sustainability report, report the
scope and basis of any external assurance provided.
c. Report the relationship between the organization and the assurance providers.
d.Report whether the highest governance body or senior executives are involved in
   seeking assurance for the organization’s sustainability report.

6-7
August of 2012
Per year
8
6-7, 89-93

G4-34
G4-35
G4-36
G4-37

G4-38

G4-39

G4-40

G4-41

G4-42

90

G4-47
G4-48
G4-49
G4-50

6-7

G4-51

6. Governance
Report the governance structure of the organization, including committees of the highest governance
body. Identify any committees responsible for decision-making on economic, environmental and
social impacts.
Report the process for delegating authority for economic, environmental and social topics from the
highest governance body to senior executives and other employees.
Report whether the organization has appointed an executive-level position or positions with
responsibility for economic, environmental and social topics, and whether post holders report
directly to the highest governance body.
Report processes for consultation between stakeholders and the highest governance body on
economic, environmental and social topics. If consultation is delegated, describe to whom and any
feedback processes to the highest governance body.
Report the composition of the highest governance body and its committees by:
• Executive or non-executive
• Independence
• Tenure on the governance body
• Number of each individual’s other significant positions and commitments, and the nature of the
commitments
• Gender
• Membership of under-represented social groups
• Competences relating to economic, environmental and social impacts
• Stakeholder representation
Report whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive officer (and, if so, his
or her function within the organization’s management and the reasons for this arrangement).
Report the nomination and selection processes for the highest governance body and its committees,
and the criteria used for nominating and selecting highest governance body members, including:
• Whether and how diversity is considered
• Whether and how independence is considered
• Whether and how expertise and experience relating to economic, environmental and social
topics are considered
• Whether and how stakeholders (including shareholders) are involved
Report processes for the highest governance body to ensure conflicts of interest are avoided and
managed. Report whether conflicts of interest are disclosed to stakeholders, including, as a minimum:
• Cross-board membership
• Cross-shareholding with suppliers and other stakeholders
• Existence of controlling shareholder
• Related party disclosures
Report the highest governance body’s and senior executives’ roles in the development, approval, and
updating of the organization’s purpose, value or mission statements, strategies, policies, and goals
related to economic, environmental and social impacts.

G4-46

16
17
17
17

G4-52
G4-53
G4-54

16-17

G4-55

Report the measures taken to develop and enhance the highest governance body’s collective
knowledge of economic, environmental and social topics.
a. Report the processes for evaluation of the highest governance body’s performance with
respect to governance of economic, environmental and social topics. Report whether
    such evaluation is independent or not, and its frequency. Report whether such evaluation is
    a self-assessment.
b.Report actions taken in response to evaluation of the highest governance body’s
   performance with respect to governance of economic, environmental and social
   topics, including, as a minimum, changes in membership and organizational practice.
a. Report the highest governance body’s role in the identification and management of economic,
    environmental and social impacts, risks, and opportunities. Include the highest governance body’s
   role in the implementation of due diligence processes.
b. Report whether stakeholder consultation is used to support the highest governance
    body’s identification and management of economic, environmental and social impacts, risks,
and opportunities.
Report the highest governance body’s role in reviewing the effectiveness of the organization’s risk
management processes for economic, environmental and social topics.
Report the frequency of the highest governance body’s review of economic, environmental and social impacts,
risks, and opportunities.
Report the highest committee or position that formally reviews and approves the organization’s
sustainability report and ensures that all material Aspects are covered.
Report the process for communicating critical concerns to the highest governance body.
Report the nature and total number of critical concerns that were communicated to the highest
governance body and the mechanism(s) used to address and resolve them.
a. Report the remuneration policies for the highest governance body and senior executives for the below
types of remuneration:
    • Fixed pay and variable pay:
      –Performance-based pay
      –Equity-based pay
      –Bonuses
      –Deferred or vested shares
    • Sign-on bonuses or recruitment incentive payments
    • Termination payments
    • Clawbacks
   • Retirement benefits, including the difference between benefit schemes and contribution
       rates for the highest governance body, senior executives, and all other employees
b. Report how performance criteria in the remuneration policy relate to the highest governance
    body's and senior executives' economic, environmental and social objectives
Report the process for determining remuneration. Report whether remuneration consultants are
involved in determining remuneration and whether they are independent of management. Report any
other relationships which the remuneration consultants have with the organization.
Report how stakeholders’ views are sought and taken into account regarding remuneration, including
the results of votes on remuneration policies and proposals, if applicable.
Report the ratio of the annual total compensation for the organization’s highest-paid individual in
each country of significant operations to the median annual total compensation for all employees
(excluding the highest-paid individual) in the same country.
Report the ratio of percentage increase in annual total compensation for the organization’s highestpaid individual in each country of significant operations to the median percentage increase in annual
total compensation for all employees (excluding the highest-paid individual) in the same country.

33-34

NA

NA

17
NA
7, 16-17
16-17
16-17

NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

7. Ethics and Integrity
G4-56
No

G4-57
G4-58

16

4-5,12,16
29
29

Economic
G4-EC1
G4-EC2

16

Describe the organization’s values, principles, standards and norms of behavior such as codes of
conduct and codes of ethics.
Report the internal and external mechanisms for seeking advice on ethical and lawful behavior, and
matters related to organizational integrity, such as helplines or advice lines.
Report the internal and external mechanisms for reporting concerns about unethical or unlawful
behavior, and matters related to organizational integrity, such as escalation through line management,
whistleblowing mechanisms or hotlines.

G4-EC3
G4-EC4
G4-EC5
G4-EC6
G4-EC7

Direct economic value generated and distributed.
Financial implications and other risks and opportunities for the organization's activities due to
climate change.
Coverage of the organization's defined benefit plan obligations.
Financial assistance received from government.
Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared to local minimum wage at significant
locations of operation.
Proportion of senior management hired from the local community at significant locations of operation.
Development and impact of infrastructure investments and services provided.

14-15
18-20
25-29
NA
25-26
26
46-47

17
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G4-EC8
G4-EC9

Significant indirect economic impacts, including the extent of impacts.
Proportion of spending on local suppliers at significant locations of operation.

NA
NA

Environmental
G4-EN1
G4-EN2
G4-EN3
G4-EN4
G4-EN5
G4-EN6
G4-EN7
G4-EN8
G4-EN9
G4-EN10
G4-EN11
G4-EN12
G4-EN13
G4-EN14
G4-EN15
G4-EN16
G4-EN17
G4-EN18
G4-EN19
G4-EN20
G4-EN21
G4-EN22
G4-EN23
G4-EN24
G4-EN25
G4-EN26
G4-EN27
G4-EN28
G4-EN29
G4-EN30
G4-EN31
G4-EN32
G4-EN33
G4-EN34

Materials used by weight or volume.
Percentage of materials used that are recycled input materials.
Energy consumption within the organization.
Energy consumption outside of the organization.
Energy intensity
Reduction of energy consumption
Reductions in energy requirements of products and services
Total water withdrawal by source.
Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water.
Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused.
Operation sites owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high
biodiversity value outside protected areas.
Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity in protected
areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas.
Habitats protected or restored.
Number of IUCN Red List species and national conservation list species with habitats in areas
affected by operations, by level of extinction risk.
Direct greenhouse gas (GHG) emission (Scope 1)
Energy indirect greenhouse gas (GHG) emission (Scope 2)
Other indirect greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 3)
Greenhouse gas emissions intensity
Reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
Emissions of ozone-depleting substances (ODS).
NOx, SOx, and other significant air emissions.
Total water discharge by quality and destination.
Total weight of waste by type and disposal method.
Total number and volume of significant spills.
Weight of transported, imported, exported, or treated waste deemed hazardous under the terms of the Basel
Convention Annex I, II, III, and VIII, and percentage of transported waste shipped internationally.
Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of water bodies and related habitats
significantly affected by the organization's discharges of water and runoff.
Extent of impact mitigation of environmental impacts of products and services.
Percentage of products sold and their packaging materials that are reclaimed by category.
Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance
with environmental laws and regulations.
Significant environmental impacts of transporting products and other goods and materials used for
the organization's operations, and transporting members of the workforce.
Total environmental protection expenditures and investments by type.
Percentage of new suppliers that were screened using environmental criteria.
Significant actual and potential negative environmental impacts in the supply chain and actions taken.
Number of grievances about environmental impacts filed, addressed, and resolved through formal
grievance mechanisms.

NA
19,58
40-41
40-41
40-41
40-41
NA
42-44
NA
42-44
33-79
72-79

G4-LA2
G4-LA3
G4-LA4
G4-LA5
G4-LA6
G4-LA7
G4-LA8
G4-LA9
G4-LA10
G4-LA11
G4-LA12
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Total number and rates of new employee hires and employee turnover by age group, gender, and region.
Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or part-time employees,
by significant locations of operation.
Return to work and retention rates after parental leave, by gender.
Minimum notice periods regarding operational changes, including whether there are specified in
collective agreements.
Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint management-worker health and safety
committees that help monitor and advise on occupational health and safety programs.
Type of injury and rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and total
number of work-related fatalities by region and by gender.
Workers with high incidence or high risk of diseases related to their occupation.
Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with trade unions.
Average hours of training per year per employee by gender and by employee category.
Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the continued employability of
employees and assist them in managing career endings.
Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews by gender and
by employee category.
Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per employee category according
to gender, age group, minority group membership, and other indicators of diversity.

G4-LA14
G4-LA15
G4-LA16
G4-HR1
G4-HR2
G4-HR3
G4-HR4
G4-HR5
G4-HR6
G4-HR7

NA

G4-HR8

42
42
NA
41-42,44
41-42,44
42,44
42,44
43-44
45-46
None

G4-HR9

NA
NA
32-66
NA
NA
NA
35
NA
18-19, 35, 47-56
32-77
25-26
26-27
27
28-29
22,29
22
21-23, 30
22, 28-29
29-30

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men by employee category, by significant
locations of operation.
Percentage of new suppliers that were screened using labor practices criteria.
Significant actual and potential negative impacts for labor practices in the supply chain and actions taken.
Number of grievances about labor practices filed, addressed, and resolved through formal grievance mechanisms.

25
NA
NA
28-29

Social: Human Rights

72-79

Social: Labor Practices and Decent Work
G4-LA1

G4-LA13

G4-HR10
G4-HR11
G4-HR12

Total number and percentage of significant investment agreements and contracts that include human
rights clauses or that underwent human rights screening.
Total hours of employee training on human rights policies or procedures concerning aspects of human
rights that are relevant to operations, including the percentage of employees trained.
Total number of incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken.
Operations and suppliers identified in which the right to exercise freedom of association and collective
bargaining may be violated or at significant risk, and measures taken to support these rights.
Operations and suppliers identified as having significant risk for incidents of child labor, and measures
taken to contribute to the effective abolition of child labor.
Operations and suppliers identified as having significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory
labor, and measures to contribute to the elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory labor.
Percentage of security personnel trained in the organization's human rights policies or procedures that are
relevant to operations.
Total number of incidents of violations involving rights of indigenous peoples and actions taken.
Total number and percentage of operations that have been subject to human rights reviews or impact
assessments.
Percentage of new suppliers that were screened using human rights criteria.
Significant actual and potential negative human rights impacts in the supply chain and actions taken.
Number of grievances about human rights filed, addressed, and resolved through formal grievance mechanisms.

NA
NA
None
19,28-29
None
NA
NA
None
None
NA
NA
28-29

Social: Society
G4-SO1
G4-SO2
G4-SO3
G4-SO4
G4-SO5
G4-SO6
G4-SO7
G4-SO8
G4-SO9
G4-SO10
G4-SO11

Percentage of operations with implemented local community engagement, impact assessments, and
development programs.
Operations with significant actual and potential negative impacts on local communities.
Total number and percentage of operations assessed for risks related to corruption and the significant
risks identified.
Communication and training on anti-corruption policies and procedures
Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken
Total value of political contributions by country and recipient/beneficiary.
Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly practices and
their outcomes.
Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance
with laws and regulations.
Percentage of new suppliers that were screened using criteria for impacts on society.
Significant actual and potential negative impacts on society in the supply chain and actions taken.
Number of grievances about impacts on society filed, addressed, and resolved through formal
grievance mechanisms.

NA
None
NA
NA
None
None
None
None
NA
NA
NA

Social: Product Responsibility
G4-PR1
G4-PR2
G4-PR3
G4-PR4
G4-PR5
G4-PR6
G4-PR7
G4-PR8
G4-PR9

Percentage of significant product and service categories for which health and safety impacts are
assessed for improvement.
Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes concerning the
health and safety impacts of products and services during their life cycle, by type of outcomes.
Type of product and service information required by the organization's procedures for product
and service information and labeling, and percentage of significant product and service categories
subject to such information requirements.
Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes concerning
product and service information and labeling, by type of outcomes.
Results of surveys measuring customer satisfaction.
Sale of banned or disputed products.
Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes concerning
marketing communications, including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship by type of outcomes.
Total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of customer privacy and losses of
customer data.
Monetary value of significant fines for non-compliance with laws and regulations concerning the
provision and use of products and services.

None
None
NA
None
7
None
None
None
None

29-30
29-30
25-29
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Taipei Sales Office,Taiwan

Shanghai Sales Office, China

TEL：+86-21-6875-1111
FAX：+86-21-6876-0178
E-Mail：sales@everest-sh.com.cn
ADD：31F, Bao An Tower, No. 800 DongFang Road,
Pudong, Shanghai 200122, China

TEL ：+66-2-2630671 ~ 4
FAX：+66-2-2630675
E-Mail： sales@everest.co.th
ADD：13F, Ploenchit Tower, 898 Ploenchit Road,
Lumpini, Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330, Thailand

Tokyo Sales Office, Japan

Hong Kong Sales Office, China

New York Sales Office, USA

TEL ：+886-2-27171718
FAX：+886-2-27169950
E-Mail：sales@everest.com.tw
ADD ：2 ND Fl., No. 168, Tung Hwa North Rd.,
Taipei, Taiwan

TEL：+81-3-32490871
FAX：+81-3-32490872
E-Mail：yoshikohwang@everest.com.tw
ADD：Nihon Bashi Bakurocho Pacific Residence
1103 4-14, Bakurocho 1-Chome Nihon Bashi,
Chuo-Ku Tokyo 103-0002, Japan

TEL：+852-2308-1938
FAX：+852-2787-6803
E-Mail：carol@everest.com.tw
ADD：Unit 6, 30th Fl., Laws Commercial Plaza,
788 Cheung Sha Wan Rd., Kowloon, Hong Kong

Head Office: No.256, Minghe Vil., Shanshang Dist., Tainan City 74342, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
TEL: +886-6-5782561 FAX: +886-6-5782864
www.everest.com.tw
esm@everest.com.tw

Bangkok Sales Office, Thailand

TEL：+1-212-2788902
FAX：+1-212-2788903
E-Mail：kevinhsiao@everest.com.tw
ADD：525 7TH Avenue, Suite 510,
New York, NY10018, USA

